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job generator up and running

Berkshire Sterile
Manufacturing prepares for
next stage of growth
Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing CEO Shawn Kinney stands in front of the sophisticated pharmaceutical-grade cleanrooms at the company’s facility in Lee. To the right is a multi-stage water purification system
which produces the injectable-grade water used to formulate drug products. These and other operations have created more than 40 new jobs, with staffing expected to grow to 80 or more in the coming year.

A

By Brad Johnson
fter two-and-a-half years and an initial $10 million capital
investment, Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing (BSM) Inc. is
well on its way to becoming what its principals had projected
from the start – a significant creator of good jobs in the region, and a
cutting-edge provider of specialty services for the national and global
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries.
And, according to Andrea Wagner, the company’s senior vice
president of business devel“We feel we’re making a opment, a similar amount
good case for investing right of additional capital investwould put BSM on a
here in the Berkshires.” ment
much higher trajectory of
job creation and unique capabilities within its industry.
“We see an industry need for two more lines here,” said Wagner,
referring to the highly advanced filling facilities that BSM uses for
the production of sterile drug products for clinical trial purposes and
small-scale commercial requirements.
The company (www.berkshiresterile.com) currently has its first
production line validated and operational and meeting the needs of
clients. Its second line, which will significantly expand the volume
and other capabilities for BSM, is in the process of being tested by the
manufacturer prior to installation at the company’s facility in Lee.
continued on page 18

Assorted cartridges and vials are displayed on Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing’s conference room table.
These are among the several types of containers that the company fills with sterile drug products made
in small batches for use in pharmaceutical clients’ clinical trials. Flexibility in the types of containers that
can be filled and other advanced capabilities are among the factors driving growth for the company.
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Roman’s Restaurant spices
things up on Tyler street
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92 Elm St. • Pittsﬁeld

413.442.8190
www.balance-rock.com

Securities offered through
LPL Financial, member FINRA/SIPC

By John Townes
As Berkshire County was preparing for the
chilly northern winter, the line-up of restaurants in Pittsfield was gaining a new entrant
from a distinctly warmer climate.
In mid-December, Roman’s Restaurant &
Cuchifritos opened at 496 Tyler St., featuring
what its menu describes as “Authentic Puerto
Rican, Nuyorican & Caribbean Fusion.”
Owner Jay Roman explained that the
selection combines elements of traditional
foods from Puerto Rico, Jamaica, Cuba and
other Caribbean islands, with an additional
influence of how those foods are prepared in
New York (hence the phrase “Nuyorican”).
“It’s not super-hot, but it is a mix of
spices and flavorings that really pop out,”
said Roman.
Roman’s (413-344-4947) focuses on takeout food and catering. Delivery service is also
available. It is open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Wednesday, and 10 a.m. to
8:30 p.m. Thursday through Saturday.
The menu features a mix of fare that is
familiar, such as subs, wraps and salads, combined with regional influences and specialties
from the Caribbean, including rice and beans,
tostones (fried plantains), sweet plantain
balls, potato balls, and Spanish bread.
There are entrees such as fried chicken,
grilled chicken tips, roasted pork shoulder,
braised pork and potatoes, fried pork chunks,
fried breaded fish or steak, and grilled steak
tips, among others. Roman’s also features
weekly specials.
Another specialty are mini-dogs with New
York meat sauce. “They’re similar to what
people are familiar with, but with a New
York style sauce and flavoring,” said Roman.
They are priced at $1.25, as are the eatery’s
hamburger and cheeseburger sliders
Roman said one of his primary goals is to
offer diners value for their money.

DOWNTOWN PITTSFIELD

STOREFRONTS
FOR LEASE
74 North Street Pittsfield, MA 01201
Onota 74 Residences
Apartments & Storefronts For Lease

HIGH VISIBILITY STREET
RETAIL AND RESTAURANT SPACE

SINCE 1921
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allegronerealestate.com
(413) 997-9220

Owner and chef Jay Roman says his new take-out restaurant on Tyler Street combines the island flavors
of the Caribbean with an additional New York influence – something he refers to as “Nuyorican.”
“I want this to be a place where people
can get large portions of quality food at a
reasonable price,” he said.
Subs and wraps range in price from $6 to
$8.25, and salads are from $4.50 to $8. Full
meals – chicken, pork, beef and fish entrees
plus rice and beans and salad – are priced from
$6.50 to $11.50. Desserts such as tres leche
cake, flan, flanocho, and Spanish flavoured
ice are $3.50.
Although not listed on the menu, breakfast
items such as eggs and home fries can be
ordered by customers throughout the day.
“We’re happy to put some eggs on the grill if
a customer is looking for that,” said Roman.
He added that, while he hopes to attract
clients from a wide area, he primarily sees it
as a community-oriented business.
“I’ve lived in the Morningside neighborhood for many years, and I love it here,” he
said. “I really want this to be a place that fills
a need for the people who live and work in
this part of the city.”
Roman is self-financing the venture from
his own savings.
The Tyler Street space (formerly occupied
for several years by That’s A Wrap) has been
extensively remodeled, including adapting
the kitchen and installing equipment for the
type of cooking the restaurant does.
Roman said he initially has a staff of six,
noting that his wife, mother and father are
helping out.
While Roman has spent most of his life
in Berkshire County, his affinity for this
cuisine comes naturally. He was born in New
York City to parents who moved there from
Puerto Rico. His father was a hotel chef in
Manhattan, and several other relatives were
also members of that profession.
“I grew up around food and cooking,” he
said. “Plus, we’d have large family gatherings where a lot of food would be served.
I’ve continued to do that myself, and would
cook for 25 or 30 people at a time.”
He said that he also absorbed the philosophy of serving ample amounts of food into his
new venture. “We always made sure everyone
had plenty to eat,” he said. “That’s what I
wanted to do with this business – serve large
portions so people will have their appetite
fully satisfied.”

Roman’s family moved to the Berkshires
in 1994, when he was 14. After receiving a
degree in computer science and engineering,
he worked at Sabic Innovative Plastics. He
subsequently worked in hotel management.
“I’ve been planning to start my own restaurant for about seven years, and was putting
together the ideas of what I wanted to do, and
looking at possible locations,” he said. He
finally made the move last year when That’s A
Wrap moved from the Tyler Street storefront
to its present site on First and Fenn streets.
Roman lives across the street from the
site. “When that became available, I decided
it was perfect for what I wanted to do,” he
said. “It’s a busy street, and is accessible for
walk-in traffic.”◆

Tech venture sprouts from
collaborative relationship
By Brad Johnson
Ever since their days as schoolmates at
Williams College, Chris Warren and Kate
Krolicki have followed similar career trajectories in the general field of software
development.
In addition to working for some of the
same high-profile Internet startups in the
region after college, they also both eventually circled back to their alma mater and took
similar positions in the Office of Instructional
Technology (OIT) at Williams.
Now, after separately choosing to leave
Williams within a few months of each other
to seek other professional business opportunities, they have teamed up on a new venture
– Dandelion Technologies – that builds on
their combined experience, skill sets and
long-standing collaborative relationship.
“We’ve known each other for so long –
about 25 years,” said Warren, a resident of
Stamford, Vt. “We didn’t exactly set out to
start a business together, but there was an
awareness of the possibility of collaboration
after we left Williams.”
Warren said that his decision to leave the
college centered on his desire to expand beyond the software development and support
services for faculty projects that had become
a mainstay of his activity in OIT.

2017 RESOLUTIONS FOR BUSINESSES
THAT ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS
FInD oUT HoW MUCH MoneY YoU CAn SAVe:
Get a free, no obligation analysis of your current charges.
I have saved 95 business owners over $155,300 in the first
year of processing with me.
SHoP LoCAL:
Berkshire Merchant Services is a locally owned business
and a member of the Berkshire Chamber of Commerce,
the Southern Berkshire Chamber and Downtown
Pittsfield Inc. Keep your money in the Berkshires to
support each other.

BERKSHIRE MERCHANT SERVICES

Don raiche • www.Berkshiremerchantservices.com • 413-637-2100
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“I wanted to work on different kinds of
projects – ones that involved more direct
and active use than is sometimes the case
in academia,” he explained.
Krolicki, who lives in North Adams, noted
that for the past few years at Williams, she
had moved out of OIT to become part of a
separate team that was tasked with coordinating the development of various departmental
websites at the college. “For the last five years
there, Chris and I hadn’t worked together,”
she said. “I missed the collaboration with him
and bouncing ideas off each other.”
Shortly after Krolicki and Warren left
their positions at Williams in April and June,
respectively, a collaborative opportunity
arose unexpectedly that planted the seed for
Dandelion Technologies. “It was almost two
whole days after I left,” said Warren with a
laugh. That, he continued, is when “a project
fell into our laps before we had even started
talking about working together.”
That project, for Smith College in
Northampton, involves software development and related technology services for
the display of real-time energy use and
Chris Warren and Kate Krolicki, former schoolmates and co-workers at Williams College, have launched a new
production data on a large digital sign on
technology venture that builds on their combined skill sets and long-standing collaborative relationship.
the Smith campus.
clients into working with us on a long-term
Not coincidentally, he and Krolicki had
basis.” Rather, he said, the goal is to build
worked on a similar data display project for
an effective technology tool that the client
the Class of 1966 Environmental Center at
can then take on-site ownership of – with
Williams. That project had caught the attensupport and design modification provided
tion of Smith administrators, who reached out
only on an as-needed basis.
to them to consult on the real-time energy-use
“We value reliability as an important part
display they were planning.
of what we offer,” added Krolicki.
“It’s a work in progress,” said Warren in
While the services provided by Dandelion
a late October interview. “One of the things
Technologies do not necessarily require an
that makes this project interesting is the
on-site presence or geospecific presentation
“This type of work is
graphic proximity, the
aspect of how to make
company is focusing
this data accessible to
a good fit for the set of
initially on projects and
target audiences.”
tools Chris and I have.”
clients in the Northeast
He explained that, in
and New England markets. Warren noted that
this respect, the project illustrates what he
they expect their primary sources of new
and Krolicki feel is a key strength of Dandebusiness to be through word of mouth from
lion Technologies. “One of the things we’re
existing clients and through participation in
specializing in is identifying goals, and then
relevant industry and professional events
working backwards to design an excellent
and conferences.
solution,” he said.
The name that Krolicki and Warren seFor the Smith display, that involves first
lected for their venture has, as is often the
understanding what the project’s proponents
®
case, both symbolic and pragmatic aspects.
are trying to accomplish, who the target audi“We had a lot of fun trying to figure out our
ences are, and what the key aspects are of the
name,” said Krolicki.
message the institution wants to deliver.
Aside from the legions of dandelions
From that base of understanding, they have
popping up in lawns and landscapes at the
been working on the specific software and
time in late spring when the venture was
technology solutions to meet those goals. “A
launched, Krolicki said the plant provides an
big part of that involves providing context
appealing visual aspect while also working
and pleasant graphics that make [the data
on a symbolic level. “It’s simple at first, but
being displayed] compelling and relevant,”
more complex,” she noted.
said Krolicki.
Warren added that, on the pragmatic side,
The software development and design
the process took into account the diminishwork for this type of display project has
ing number of names and identities that are
applications extending beyond academic
still up for grabs in the Internet era. “From a
institutions into the broader world of comstraight-up technical consideration, there are
merce and culture. For example, such public
domain name limitations,” he observed.u
displays might be developed for interactive
exhibit information at museums. Or, in other
situations, the data analysis and management
tools may be intended for internal operational
purposes in a corporate setting.
“We’re not trying to limit ourselves to
this niche,” said Krolicki. “But this type of
work is a good fit for the set of tools Chris
and I have.”
Lenox Pittsﬁeld
As described on their website (www.
1032 South Street
dandelion-tech.com), the company “provides
web development consulting services, rangPittsﬁeld, MA 01201
ing from code to design to general guidance
413-448-2222
and advice.”
www.lenoxpittsﬁeld.hgi.com
Their basic services encompass web
design and development, web applications,
database development, data analysis tools,
project planning, data management planning,
and general technical advice, among others. Core technologies that they work with
include Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP, Perl,
WordPress, Javascript and jquery.
“We have a broad technology back©2014 Hilton Worldwide.
ground,” said Warren. “We want to talk to
people who have a technology problem to
determine if we can design a solution to that
problem.”
He and Krolicki stressed that the services
of Dandelion Technologies are project-based
and solution-oriented, as opposed to being
delivered on a retainer basis.
“Our business model does not rely on
long-term contracts,” said Warren. “We are
not looking to sell ongoing services or lock

A divided
orange tastes

just as good.

NEW HOTEL
NOW OPEN!

All the extras without paying extra.

With our complimentary Wi-Fi, Fitness
Center and Business Center, Hilton
Garden Inn gives you all the Amenities
you know and love, at a price you’ll love
even more.
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Lenox Pittsfield
1032 South Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
413-448-2222
www.lenoxpittsfiels.hgi.com
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comfortable and
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Insley said his role with CFS is to utilize his
expertise to help people understand the concept, and work through these requirements.
“I’ll sit down with them and ask the
questions to help them determine whether
crowdfunding is really right for them,” he
said. “Then, if they decide to proceed, I’ll
help them with the process.”
In addition to individual consultations,
he is giving public presentations on the
subject. He made an initial presentation on
crowdfunding in November in Pittsfield, and
plans to offer more in the coming year in the
Berkshires and Pioneer Valley.

crowdfunding systems
413-447-7300 • 413-822-4742
www.BarbHassanRealty.com

ROUTE 7 – LANESBORO
$209,900

Four unit retail center plus apartment, w/separate
house, detached garage on 1.4 acres. High-visibility
location, upgraded septic, town water. (4082B)
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5-acre commercial site
Route 7 – Lanesboro

Five buildings ranging from 500 to 6,000 sq.
ft. offered at $899,900. See MLS 214374 at
barbhassanrealty.com for more details.(4068B)

1.59-acre commercial site
$299,900

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION! Office building
and 45 parking spaces with great visibility on Route
7 in Lanesboro. Built in 2003 with 2800 sq. ft., two
accessible bathrooms, two gas fireplaces, central
A/C. Move your business here! (4081B)
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for sale – Pittsfield
446 Tyler Street – $129,900

Long-term retail store on busy Tyler Street corridor,
with two-bedroom apartment for added cash flow
in upper level. General Business Zoning. Contact
Barb for more details. (4079B)
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for sale – Pittsfield
$599,900

South Street building with over 18,000 sq. ft. on four
floors plus partial basement. Parking lot in rear holds
42 vehicles. Full commercial kitchen, lots of office
space. Large open auditorium with 20’ ceilings.
Contact Barb for more details. (4074B)

Barb Davis-Hassan,ccim
Broker/Owner

“Use a Certified Commercial Investment Member
for all of your real estate needs.”

Over $115
Million in
Commercial
& Residential
Sales over a 27
Year Career

2016 President

Consulting on new
method for raising
capital fits skill set
for ‘elder-preneur’
By John Townes
It may seem surprising that at age 77, with
a long career as a corporate and tax attorney
and business consultant, Ed Insley of Pittsfield has decided to take the plunge into the
trendy world of crowdfunding.
Insley recently launched Crowdfunding
Systems (CFS), an advisory service for
entrepreneurs who are considering using
crowdfunding as a source of capital to start,
maintain or grow their business.
Crowdfunding has emerged in recent years
as an increasingly popular method of raising
money online, and a plethora of websites
have given it prominence.
The image of crowdfunding – and the
related concept of crowdsourcing – is commonly associated with activities such as
millennial entrepreneurs seeking capital for
cutting-edge ventures, or musicians raising
money to produce an album, or fund-raising
campaigns for philanthropic activities.
Despite the age gap between Insley (who
refers to himself as an “elder-preneur”) and
many of his potential clients, he said CFS is
a logical extension of the business services
he has offered for decades. He also believes
the Berkshires and the Pioneer Valley have
an unfulfilled need that he can satisfy.
Insley emphasized that crowdfunding is
a mainstream tool that many businesses,
including those with a more traditional character, can utilize. It can be used by established
businesses as well as startups.
“With recent changes in the law, crowdfunding offers a great new opportunity for small
businesses to raise capital that they didn’t
have access to before, and a chance for more
people to become investors,” said Insley.
Those opportunities officially broadened
last year.
In 2012, President Obama signed the
Jumpstart Our Business Startups (JOBS)
Act, which changed federal regulations
and requirements, to increase the ability of
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Professional transition

Ed Insley is putting his long years of experience as
a tax attorney to work on a new venture in which
he advises clients on the regulatory requirements
and other legal aspects of crowdfunding.
startups and existing small businesses and
investors to utilize crowdfunding.
After several years of preparing the specific
regulations by the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), the JOBS Act went into
effect in May 2016.
During that gap, 35 states also passed and
implemented their own versions of this for
businesses that only deal in commerce within
the state. (The federal and SEC regulations
apply to interstate commerce.)
Massachusetts adopted the “Crowdfunding Exemption,” permitting intrastate crowdfunding offerings in 2015.
Insley said he has been following and
researching crowdfunding since the JOBS
Act was first proposed. He has also received
many calls from people asking about crowdfunding.
“Despite the benefits of crowdfunding,
there is a lot of misinformation out there,”
he said. “It has been portrayed as a walk in
the park – but it isn’t. These regulations also
involve paperwork and reporting and other
requirements.”

A native of New York City, Insley attended
New York University and then the Syracuse
University College of Law. He practiced corporate, securities and tax law and accounting
in New Jersey from 1965 to 1991. Then he
shifted his focus to become an advisor on
business and financial matters, with a firm
he named Business Gravity.
Insley moved to Berkshire County two
years ago. He explained that he began coming to the Berkshires when he was a child,
as a camper and counselor at Camp Winadu
on Onota Lake in Pittsfield.
“The Berkshires have been in my system
since I was seven,” he said. “As an adult, I
came up here whenever I could, and I always
wanted to live in Berkshire County. I finally
made the move here on a full-time basis a
couple of years ago.”
That change coincided with a professional
transition. Although he has continued to
be active professionally and still operates
Business Gravity, time has taken its toll on
another level.
“Most of my clients had either died, sold
their businesses, or moved to God’s waiting
room, also known as Florida,” he said.
As a result, he needed to do something to
recharge his professional activities.
He had closely followed the development
of crowdfunding, and the JOBS Act over the
years, and recognized its potential.
He explained that, over the years, business
owners had frequently asked how they could
access working capital without putting a
mortgage on their home or paying exorbitant
interest rates. They had also asked if there
were investors who were willing to invest in
non-publicly owned companies
Existing laws and regulations had prevented smaller, privately held businesses
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from accessing many affordable sources
in the wake of the financial crisis of 2008
of working capital. Smaller investors were
and the resulting recession, the JOBS Act
also left out of the mix if they did not meet
sought to stimulate the economy and enthe accreditation levels of high income
courage innovation by enabling new forms
and net worth required
of crowdfunding to ento legally qualify to “With recent changes in the able small businesses
make certain types of law, crowdfunding offers a to raise capital.
investments.
The JOBS Act cregreat new opportunity for ated
When the JOBS Act
exemptions for
small businesses to raise
was passed, Insley saw
new categories of init as one answer to that capital that they didn’t have vestments for smaller
dilemma for smaller
businesses and invesaccess to before, and a
businesses.
tors that did not fit
That prompted him
chance for more people to the requirements that
to eventually launch
apply to other offerings
become investors.”
CFS (413-441-7953
or transactions.
or www.crowdfundingsystems.net) as a
Insley noted that a business considering
service focused on crowdfunding. He is
crowdfunding also has the option of regisconcentrating on clients in the Berkshires
tering with their state instead of the SEC,
and Pioneer Valley.
if their business does not involve interstate
commerce or investment.
New form of old concept
He also pointed out that nonprofit organiCrowdfunding is basically defined as seekzations can utilize crowdfunding for certain
ing accumulated capital by soliciting small
activities.
amounts from groups of people to support
Insley emphasized that crowdfunding is
a venture or project.
not an unregulated free-for-all. Rather, the
Although the term is relatively new,
SEC crafted new sets of regulations that apply
crowdfunding is based on traditional practo it. There are limits to the amount that can
tices that have been around in different forms
be raised, among other guidelines.
throughout history.
“The goal was to give more businesses
The contemporary form of crowdfunding
new options for raising capital through
became more prominent with the rise of the
investments,” said Insley. “But regulations
Internet and its ability to reach large numbers
were also put in place to protect investors
of people.
and make sure businesses are dealing from
There are differing categories of crowdthe top of the deck.”
funding. One basic distinction is between
For example, crowdfunding enables a small
equity and non-equity crowdfunding.
business to offer shares of the business to raise
Non-equity crowdfunding is also referred
capital. But unlike a public stock offering,
to as crowdsourcing. People who contribute
these are one-time offers, and shares are not
money to a crowdfunding drive are not doing
traded like stocks on public exchanges.
it in exchange for a financial stake, but rather
“Also, the investments are strictly finanto support a venture or project they believe in.
cial,” said Insley. “They do not give the
While they may receive products or services
investor any ownership or control over the
as an incentive or acknowledgement of apmanagement of the business. That remains
preciation, they do not receive any financial
with the owner.”
compensation.
There are other requirements. The
Equity crowdfunding, on the other hand, is
owner of a business cannot personally sell
more of a traditional business investment. It
the investments. That must be handled
has several variations. It may involve offering
by a registered third party. The majority
shares of a business, with the prospect of a
are represented on websites that serve as
return on the investment. It may also take
crowdfunding portals.
the form of a loan.
Insley noted that the major requirement is
The JOBS Act and its state counterparts
information. He said registering a crowdfundare directed at equity crowdfunding. Passed
ing offering involves detailed reporting about

the business and the investment. The company
must also have a full business plan in place.
“With all the reporting, the SEC may
know more about you than it does about
some multi-million corporation on the Stock
Exchange,” he said.
While Insley acknowledged that the
requirements may seem intimidating, he
said they are basically justified and reflect
good business practices. He added that with
professional assistance, the paperwork is not
as cumbersome as it may appear.
“For example, the requirement for a business plan is simply to let the investors know
about what they are putting their money
into,” he said. “A business plan is something
a company should have anyway. And the
information regulators require is nothing to
worry about, if a business is aboveboard.”
While crowdfunding is likely to attract a
wide range of participants, Insley recognizes
that many of his potential clients are likely to
be younger than his own children. However,
he sees that as a fringe benefit.
“Working with people who are half my
age or younger is energizing, and it keeps
me young,” he said.◆
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Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
(MCLA) has been recognized by the U.S. Department of Education as one of “26 Four-Year Public
and Private Colleges with Low Costs and High
Salaries” for graduates. These four-year public
and private nonprofit colleges were highlighted
in the department’s recent report, “Fulfilling the
Promise, Serving the Need,” which identified
institutions that successfully enroll more than
40 percent low-income students. These institutions feature above-average Pell enrollment, an
affordable net price, and good graduation rates
for all their students.
Big Y World Class Markets has begun
working with Chex Finer Foods to supply their
customers with new specialty, natural and locally
produced foods in all their markets. Founded in
1965, Chex Finer Foods is a third-generation specialty and natural foods distributor headquartered
in Mansfield. Big Y is based in Springfield and
operates several supermarkets throughout the
Berkshires. Chex will be supplying Big Y with over
300 items across several product categories.

WomenUpFront is offering a new roundtable
for solo entrepreneurs and small businesses. The
curriculum is focused on helping participants
prosper as businesswomen with a strong focus on
peer learning. Professionally facilitated by Cathy
Crosky, a consultant with Charter Oak Consulting Group and WomenUpFront, the roundtable is
further supported by individual business coaching sessions offered by Amy Shapiro, business
development director with the Franklin County
CDC. While addressing the unique challenges of
women in business, the roundtable will provide
information, tools and resources to help participants
stabilize their businesses and/or plan for growth. “I
am thrilled to be offering this particular roundtable
series again,” said Crosky, who has been facilitating
roundtables for women entrepreneurs at various
stages of growth for 10 years. “When your business is small you have to do almost everything
yourself and there is seldom time to learn, plan or
strategize the future. The peer exchange is an excellent learning platform as well as a way to motivate
and challenge participants.” Starting Jan. 25, the
roundtable will continue monthly through June at
the offices of Lever on the second floor at 85 Main
St. in North Adams. Through sponsorship provided
by MountainOne, participation in the roundtable
is available at the reduced rate of $400. To apply
or for more information, contact Crosky at 413822-1263 or email ccrosky@cocg.com

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Lenox – Established, beautifully equipped restaurant with full liquor
license, nicely appointed owner’s apartment on 4 acres. $850,000.
Central Berkshires – Gourmet package store with full liquor
license, plus profitable restaurant with full liquor license. $125,000.
Eastern New york (near Jiminy Peak) – Fully equipped restaurant
on 1.6 acres. $350,000.

Liberty Investment Group

413-442-8974
BerkShares Businesses of the Future

P

RESENTING THE BUSINESS PLAN I developed during Entry to Entrepreneurship was one of the
most empowering things I have ever done,” says Elizabeth Orenstein, 24, who graduated
from the program in April with fourteen other young people. Entry to Entrepreneurship,
presented by BerkShares, Inc. in partnership with the Massachusetts Small Business Development
Center Network and hosted by Berkshire Community College’s South County Center, offers participants the chance to learn how to write a business plan from members of our own community.

Elizabeth sums it up: “It takes you through planning a business—from getting inspired by real
business owners to learning the nuts and bolts of accounting—and then culminates in writing a
business plan and presenting it to the community.” Hearing from the business owners themselves opens the students’ eyes to the challenges
and rewards of entrepreneurship. Elizabeth,
who wrote a plan for a beeswax candle-making
company, says the program instilled in her a
“huge amount of respect” for local business
owners, and also introduced her to the tools
she would need to start a business.
Along with a strong backbone of business education Entry to Entrepreneurship has a sharp
focus on the local economy, asking students
to imagine and write about businesses that
fill “import replacement” opportunities in the
Berkshires. When the program kicks off for its
third year this January 25th it will do so with a Zoe Becker and Elizabeth Orenstein
lesson about the importance of local ownership 2016 Graduates of Entry to Entrepreneurship
and a presentation from Maddie Elling and
Abe Hunrichs, owners of BerkShares business Hosta Hill, makers of the kimchi and sauerkraut
found in markets throughout the Berkshires.

Emerald Hospitality Associates and the Mahida Family have announced a unique collaboration
with their two Berkshire hotels by transitioning their
general managers. Robert Cohen has managed the
Hilton Garden Inn of Pittsfield since opening in
August 2015, and Patty Jordan has managed the
Fairfield Inn & Suites in Great Barrington for over
two years. “Based on the outstanding leadership
success at their respective hotels, we are excited to
announce the move for Patty to the Hilton Garden
Inn and Robert to the Fairfield Inn & Suites,” said
Jeanne Carpentier, regional director of sales of
Emerald Hospitality Associates. The firm provides
management services for the two Berkshire properties, which are owned by Vijay Mahida of Great
Barrington. “Our family has enjoyed working with
Patty and Robert and are excited to offer them this
wonderful opportunity,” said Mahida.
The Pittsfield Cooperative Bank has contributed a total of $29,400 to the Berkshire
United Way through its 2016-2017 campaign.
That amount reflects the $14,700 raised through
employee contributions during the campaign, and
a matching contribution authorized by the bank’s
board of directors. “The bank’s commitment to the
Berkshires spans 127 years, and we are proud of
the significant impact that we continue to have on
the community,” said Jay Anderson, president and
CEO of the Pittsfield Co-op. “And, the fact that we
maintain a relatively small staff makes the amount
raised all that more impressive.” He noted that 97
percent of the bank’s workforce made a financial
contribution in support of the campaign, helping
the Pittsfield Co-op to achieve the Pinnacle Award
Criteria for workplace campaign excellence.
The City of Pittsfield, through its Human
Services Advisory Council (HSAC), is asking the
public for input on the human service needs in
Pittsfield. The HSAC is an 11-member advisory
committee that makes funding recommendations to
the mayor on how the city should allocate its human
services funding. Among the considerations that the
HSAC uses to make those recommendations are
the views of Pittsfield residents and others. New for
this year, the HSAC will also consider comments
from organizations that serve Pittsfield residents.
Comments may be submitted by email at hsac@
pittsfieldch.com, phone at 413-499-9367, or mail to
Justine Dodds, Pittsfield Department of Community
Development, 70 Allen St., Pittsfield, MA 01201.
Deadline to submit input is Jan. 30.
Berkshire Medical Center has announced that
its Community Infusion Service, which provides
infusion treatments for patients with a variety of
illnesses and conditions, has relocated to newly renovated, state-of-the-art space at the BMC Cancer
& Infusion Center. Previously, infusion services
were provided at the main campus of BMC. The
new unit at the BMC Cancer & Infusion Center
is adjacent to the hematology oncology infusion
area on the fourth floor, in a separate space that
provides confidential and expert care for oncology
and community infusion patients. The number of
patients requiring infusion treatment for these
conditions has been growing, and this new unit
is designed to accommodate the needs of patients
now and in the future. The new 12-chair unit will
provide patients with an easily accessible location,
convenient parking and a comfortable and picturesque setting at the Hillcrest Campus of BMC…
Porchlight VNA/Home, based in Lee, has been
named to the Top 500 of the 2016 HomeCare
Elite, a recognition of the top-performing home
health agencies in the United States. The ranking
is developed by ABILITY Network, an information technology company helping providers and
payers simplify the administrative and clinical
complexities of health care.

Mountain Goat
Artisans

The local economy theme is sustained through the program, which concludes with the showcase
event where students present their plans and receive awards of 200 BerkShares each. This year’s
event is scheduled for Wednesday, April 12th, at 5:30 pm at Dewey Hall. Everyone is invited.
“I will never forget the graph you put up the first day,” Elizabeth says. “It showed where your
money goes if you spend it at an independent store versus a chain store. It was a shocking statistic
to see.” Zoe Becker, who also graduated in April, adds, “We need to rely on our neighbors and our
friends, not just far-away places. Yes, there are certain things that we can’t produce here, but it’s
important to make sure that we have all the necessary tools to mesh into a solid economic being.”
As a freshman last year, Zoe was among the youngest in a classroom that included students ages
13 – 23 and mentors and presenters of all ages. “It helped to have such a multigenerational
classroom. Adultism is something we face in our society, so to know that everyone there is on the
journey together adds a whole new level of respect.” She felt her age most acutely when it came
to presenting her business idea—a multicultural restaurant—at the end of the program. “At first
I thought I’d be terrified, but the fact that people were listening to us and applauding our ideas
gave me confidence.”
Elizabeth puts in a final plug for the program: “It’s engaging and fun. But you also get seed
money!” She says the 200 BerkShares symbolize something larger—a real commitment from
this community to its young people. She has not spent her BerkShares yet; she’s waiting until
she finishes her undergraduate degree. In the meantime, she says, she can continue working on
her business plan, knowing all along that there is “this amazing little nugget of support that’s just
waiting for me.”

more information at www.berkshares.org

130 Water St • Williamstown
Featuring the hand-crafted products of
local potters, woodworkers, furniture
makers, photographers, painters, jewelry
makers and more…
Great selection of one-of-kind items
for gift-giving or home use
wednesday-Saturday noon to 5 p.m.

413-884-5339

Mary Merselis • Proprietor
www.mountaingoatartisans.com
Visit the new Spin-Off Yarn shop
out back and downstairs
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Berkshire Community College will offer Real
Estate Licensing for the Salesperson starting Jan.
30. The course will cover basic real estate principles and the laws governing real estate licensing. Topics will include: brokerage and agency,
contract law, finance, appraising, deeds, closing
and settlement, taxation and rental consumer
protection issues. Classes will be held 5:30 to 9:15
p.m. on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays from
Jan. 30 to Feb. 23 (no class on Feb. 20). Tuition
is $450. Registration should be completed no
later than one week before the course starts. All
materials are included in the tuition fee. For more
information or to register, visit www.berkshirecc.
edu/workshops or call 413-236-2127.
The Boys & Girls Club of the Berkshires has
received a $9,948 donation from the Pittsfield
Ninety Nine Restaurant as part of the chain’s
annual October fund-raising efforts on behalf of
local Boys & Girls Clubs. The amount raised by the
Pittsfield restaurant was the eighth highest of the
106 Ninety Nine stores participating in fund-raising
efforts for their local clubs. “Our restaurant is very
enthusiastic about Boys & Girls Club Month at the
Pittsfield Ninety Nine,” said manager Dan Flynn.
“It is a total team effort from the general manager,
the kitchen manager, the assistant manager and our
staff – everybody contributes.”
Berkshire Bank, a wholly owned subsidiary
of Berkshire Hills Bancorp Inc., and Ronald
N. Lazzaro P.C., (RNL) an independent financial
planning and investment services firm based in
Rutland, Vt., have announced the completion of
an asset purchase transaction and the launch of
a strategic combination between the two firms.
Under the terms of the transaction, Berkshire Bank
acquired the business assets of RNL, which will
expand Berkshire Bank’s wealth management and
investment services provided in Vermont. The firm
has been renamed RNL & Associates, a division
of BerkshireBanc Investment Services, reflecting
RNL’s new position as a component of Berkshire
Bank’s financial planning and investment services
platform. RNL & Associates offers investment
management services through Commonwealth
Financial Network, an independent broker-dealer.
The firm will continue to provide financial planning
and investment management services to individuals
and families, with a primary geographic focus on
Vermont and the northeastern United States.
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news & notes from the region
Adams Community Bank donated $5,000
each to the Adams Free Library, the Eleanor
Sonsini Animal Shelter, the Berkshire Food
Project and the St. John Paul Charity Center.
“We made these donations on behalf of our entire staff who make our bank an integral part of
the community in so many way,” said President
and CEO Charles O’Brien. “Our staff excels at
community outreach and loves everything about
those we serve in the Berkshires. We wanted to
support these organizations in recognition of the
good work they do in our community.”
With the activation of new kiosks for paid
parking in downtown Pittsfield in early January,
the city has also announced the start of the PassportParking app. Drivers in Pittsfield can now
use the PassportParking app at all of the city’s
on- and off-street metered parking spaces pay
for parking with a debit/credit card, monitor their
parking session, extend their stay remotely (up
to the maximum allotted time for a given parking location), and view all parking history. The
PassportParking app is free to download from the
iPhone App Store and Android Google Play.

Berkshire Bank has announced that during
2016 it has achieved a 100-percent employee
participation rate in its corporate volunteer
program, the XTEAM. Launched in 2008, the
program was created as a way for employees
in all of the bank’s geographic markets to give
back to the communities they serve. Through the
XTEAM program, employees receive paid time
off to volunteer during regular business hours at
a series of company-supported service projects
that benefit nonprofit organizations throughout the
bank’s footprint. “Volunteering is about so much
more than contributing time – it is about creating
a sense of unity throughout all of our employees
and communities,” said Tami Gunsch, executive
vice president, retail banking. “Achieving 100percent employee participation exemplifies our
dedication to the culture that we live by every
day.” The program’s volunteer hours completed in
2016 are valued at over $1 million to the nonprofit
organizations served, according to Independent
Sector, a coalition of nonprofits, foundations, and
corporations. In 2016, the XTEAM completed
nearly 300 projects directly impacting more than
350,000 individuals.

the month in business

Jan. 23, 30: Two-session program offered by the Jewish
Federation of the Berkshires, featuring Kitty Axelson-Berry,
president of Modern Memoirs Publishing, who will share
tips on how to organize and create a memoir of your own life
experiences. This free program at Knesset Israel, 16 Colt Rd.
in Pittsfield, is part of the Connecting With Community series.
10:45 a.m. to noon both days. For information, contact Albert
Stern at 413-442-4360 ext. 11.

Feb 11: Lenox Through the Years documentary video premiere,
to kick off the town’s 250th anniversary celebration. The onehour documentary, produced by full-time Lenox resident Judy
Seaman, presents the town through anecdotes, descriptions of
significant times and events, archival film footage and photography. 7 p.m. at Duffin Theatre, Lenox Memorial Middle and
High School, 197 East St. Free and open to the public. Visit
www.Lenox250th.org for a listing of other events.

Jan. 24: Creative Resources Conference 2017, all-day program
for artists, creative entrepreneurs and cultural nonprofits, with
speakers, workshops, panels and booths of resources. Keynote
speaker Kathy Edwards, executive director of the New England
Foundation for the Arts. Sponsored by 1Berkshire. 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. at MASS MoCA in North Adams. $95 general admission,
$65 clients. 413-499-1600.

Feb. 14-16: BART Shadow Days, for students interested in
enrolling at Berkshire Arts and Technology Charter Public
School in Adams. Feb. 14, 8 to 11:30 a.m., for grades 8 and 9;
Feb. 15, 8:30 to noon, for grade 7; and Feb. 16, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
for grade 6. Families interested in learning more are invited to
attend an information session at the school at 6 p.m. on Jan. 31.
Pre-registration required for Shadow Days. Call 413-743-7311
ext. 732 or email monique.nottke@bartcharter.org.

Jan. 25: Coping With the Emotional Aspects of Multiple
Sclerosis, free program presented by the MS Support Foundation,
includes dinner and a presentation by Dr. William Goodman,
PsyD. 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Williams Inn, Williamstown.
Preregister at 844-280-7292 or dbriggs1@msresource.org.
Jan. 26: Networking Before Nine for members of the Southern
Berkshire Chamber of Commerce and guests, 7:45 to 9 a.m. at
Monument Mountain Regional High School in Great Barrington.
For information and registration, call 413-528-4284.
Jan. 26: Opening reception at MCLA Gallery 51 for “OFAATU:
A Fisherman’s Tale of Two Communities,” an exhibition by artist
and visiting professor at MCLA Josh Ostraff. 5 to 7 p.m. at the
gallery at 51 Main St., North Adams. The exhibition runs through
Feb. 19. For information, go to www.mcla.edu/gallery51.
Jan. 27: Working Across Racial Lines, featuring Warren
Spielberg, PhD, and Kirkland Vaughans, PhD, part of the
Austen Riggs Center’s Erikson Institute 2016-17 Friday Night
Guest Lecture Series. Offered free of charge from 6:30 to 8
p.m. at the Austen Riggs Center, 25 Main St., Stockbridge.
Continuing education credit is offered. For additional details,
visit: www.austenriggs.org/events.
Jan. 27: StorySLAM, free event at 7 p.m. at the Clark Art Institute
in Williamstown, to celebrate the gift of 63 woodblock prints
to the Clark by long-time volunteer Adele Rodbell. Members
of the community are invited to hear and tell stories that center
around the topic of a gift. Those interested in sharing stories will
be chosen at random to tell a five-minute story. A panel of judges
provides feedback and awards prizes. Reservations are required.
To reserve, visit clarkart.edu or call 413-458-0524.
Jan. 28: Free educational workshop for rental property owners, property managers, legal staff and realtors, presented by
the Rental Housing Association of Berkshire County. Featuring John Fisher, a landlord with many years of experience in
property management, and author of Property Management
Manual For Massachusetts rental Property owners, a practical, how-to guide that has become a standard reference for
Massachusetts landlords. Topics to be covered include: legal
rights of landlords, how to stay out of court, when to evict, and
more. 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Union Hall, 789 Tyler St., Pittsfield.
Coffee and donuts will be offered at 8:30, and lunch will be
provided. Pre-registration recommended but not required. For
information or to register, call 413-499-1330.
Jan 28: “Get Your Groove On” theme of the Pittsfield Rotary
Club’s 26th Annual Auction, 5 to 11 p.m. at Crowne Plaza in
Pittsfield. Includes preview and silent auction at 5, and live
auction at 6:30, featuring merchandise and gift certificates
donated by local merchants along with travel and advertising
opportunities. Casual dress or hippie attire encouraged. Tickets
$10 at the door, with light fare included and cash bar.
Jan. 28 - Feb. 5: North County Eats, the Northern Berkshire
Restaurant Week, presented by the Williamstown Chamber of
Commerce and other sponsors, with dining specials offered by
participating restaurants in Williamstown, North Adams and
Adams. For information about special deals, or to sign up as a
participating restaurant, visit www.northcountyeats.com or call
Bob Heck at 413-358-4976.
Jan. 31: Entrepreneurial Meetup, free networking event
presented by 1Berkshire, 8 to 9:30 a.m. at Six Depot Roastery
& Cafe in West Stockbridge. For information or to register, call
David Curtis at 413-499-1600.
Feb. 2: Great Barrington Green Drinks, informal gathering
of people interested in conservation and environmental issues
on first Thursday of each month. 5:30 p.m. at the Prairie Whale,
178 Main St. For more information, contact Natalie Narotzky
at nnarotzky@gmail.com.

Feb. 15: Brown Bag: Financial Planning 101, free lunchtime
seminar featuring Arwen Lowbridge and Scott Gordon-Macey
of Baystate Financial, who will help attendees understand
what “financial planning” is and why creating a personalized
road map to address your financial goals and challenges can
be beneficial in a variety of circumstances. Noon to 1 p.m. at
1Berkshire offices at Central Station, 66 Allen St., Pittsfield.
Information at 413-499-1600.

The Town of Adams and the Adams Arts
Advisory Board have been recognized by the
Massachusetts Municipal Association, which
selected the town and board to receive the Kenneth
E. Pickard Municipal Innovation Award for it’s
submission “Make Art Happen.” The town was
cited for having demonstrated a “dedication, commitment, and ability to increase the effectiveness
of local government by successfully implementing
a unique and creative program.” The award will
be presented during the MMA’s annual meeting
Jan. 21 in Boston.
Berkshire Taconic Community Foundation
has announced the recipients of its final round of
grantmaking for 2016. The foundation distributed
over $708,000 in grants to individuals, schools and
nonprofits in the four-county region it serves, and
grants totaling nearly $800,000 from donors with
charitable funds at the foundation. In Berkshire
County, the foundation awarded grants from the
Adams Cheshire Educational Partnership; Amy
Clampitt Fund; Berkshire Environmental Endowment Fund; Berkshire Hills Fund for Excellence;
Central Berkshire Fund; Martha Boschen Porter
Fund; William J. & Margery S. Barrett Fund for
Adams, Cheshire & Savoy; and Williamstown
Elementary School Endowment Fund. A full list
of grant recipients can be found at www.berkshiretaconic.org/wintergrants.◆

Feb. 21: Pittsfield Green Drinks, informal gathering of people
interested in conservation and environmental issues on third
Tuesday of each month. 5:15 p.m. at J. Allen’s Clubhouse
Grille. Sponsored by the Berkshire Environmental Action Team
(BEAT). For more information and meeting location, contact
Jane Winn at jane@thebeatnews.org or 413-230-7321.
Feb. 22: Creative Economy Good News Business Salute,
presented by 1Berkshire, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at Country
Curtains in Lee. Business honorees include Boyd Technologies, Big Elm Brewing and Winstanley Partners. To register,
call Danielle Thomas at 413-499-1600 ext. 126.
Feb. 24: BYP Annual Museum Party, presented by Berkshire
Young Professionals, 7 to 11:45 p.m. at Berkshire Museum. $10
members, $15 non-members. For information, call Danielle
Thomas at 413-499-1600 ext. 126.

Feb. 4: Free Day, the annual day of free admission for all visitors
to Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art (MASS MoCA)
in North Adams. From 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. visitors can enjoy elevator
music (played live), art-making, gallery tours (every half hour from
11:30 a.m. through 6:30 p.m.), and pop-up performances.

Ongoing: Last Word Toastmasters public speaking club in
Pittsfield, meets from 6:30 to 8 p.m. on the second and fourth
Tuesdays of the month at Reid Middle School, 950 North St.,
from September to May, and at Berkshire Medical Center,
725 North St., from June to August. Information at lastword.
toastmastersclubs.org.

Feb. 4: Speaker Series event at the Stockbridge Library, with
a talk by freelance foreign correspondent Reese Erlich entitled
“A Reporter’s Perspective: Islamic State, Assad, Russia, and
the Failure of US Policy.Saturday.” 4 p.m., free and open to
the public. Information at 413-298-5501.

Ongoing: Berkshire Business Builders networking meeting
every Thursday morning from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. at 55 Church
Street in Pittsfield. All business people looking for an opportunity to network are invited. For information, call Kathy
Hazelett at 413-442-8581.

Feb. 10: The Canary in the Mind: On the Fate of Dreams in
Psychoanalysis and in Modern Life, featuring Paul Lippmann,
PhD, part of the Austen Riggs Center’s Erikson Institute 201617 Friday Night Guest Lecture Series. Offered free of charge
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the Austen Riggs Center, 25 Main St.,
Stockbridge. Continuing education credit is offered. For additional details, visit: www.austenriggs.org/events.

Ongoing: The Job Club meets Mondays from 10 to 11 a.m.
at the North Adams Public Library and from 1 to 2 p.m. at
BerkshireWorks Career Center at 160 North St. in Pittsfield.
Free and informal program helps participants who are seeking
employment to expand their network of contacts and provides
valuable job-search tips. For information, visit www.berkshireworks.org or call 413-499-2220.◆
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Brick walls, charming vintage vibe
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Home to Blue Q, LympheDIVAs,
Freihofer’s and many other
awesome companies & orgs,
this is Berkshire County’s
coolest business address!

A well-maintained property owned
and operated by the Nash family for over
20 years. We keep our tenants happy!
Contact: Lisa Noyes at ALNASCO
413 448 8287 • Lisa@ALNASCO.NET

WWW.ALNASCO.NET

loCally & worlDwiDe.
Proudly serving The Berkshires for over 90 years.
QUALITY SERVICE • COMPETITIVE RATES
A Family Owned & Operated Business Since 1923

oR ToLL FRee

413•499•4982 1•800•225•8068
visit our website at www.castinemovers.com

413.458.0093
191 Water Street
Williamstown, MA
www.burnhamgold.com
Licensed in Massachusetts

Feb. 18: Berkshire Grown Winter Farmers Market with
products from local farms, as well as crafts and gift items at
Monument Valley Middle School, 313 Monument Valley Rd., in
Great Barrington Information at www.berkshiregrown.org.

Feb. 21: Monthly evening meeting of the Adams Arts Advisory
Board, 6 to 8 p.m. at Adams Town Hall.

703 W. HOUSATONIC ST.

sPeCialists in resiDential movinG & warehousinG.

Feb. 16-26: 6th Annual 10x10 Upstreet Arts Festival, featuring
new theater, art, comedy, dance, music, and more. Information
and schedule of events at discoverpittsfield.com/10×10/.

Feb. 18-19: 20th Annual WinterFest with a range of free
family events in downtown North Adams and at Windsor Lake.
Feb. 18 events include fun in the snow at Colegrove Park and
ice sculpting on Main, Eagle and Holden streets (10 a.m. to 4
p.m.), Winter Farmer & Artisan Market (10 a.m. to 3 p.m.),
chowder competition at 85 Main St. (noon to 2 p.m.), community
campfire at Holden and Main streets (2 to 4 p.m.) ice skating
and free skate rentals at the Peter W. Foote Vietnam Veterans
Memorial Skating Rink (2 to 4 p.m). Feb 19 events include
sledding, tubing, building snow creatures, and other outdoor
activities at Windsor Lake from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., capped off
with a bonfire and hot cocoa at the Historic Valley Campground
beach from 2 to 4 p.m. Sponsored by Greylock Federal Credit
Union, MountainOne Bank, Scarafoni Realty, and First Hartford
Realty Corp. For information, call 413-664-6180.

TWO (2)
SEPARATE
BUT JOIN-ABLE
300 SQ FT OFFICES AT

ICC MC73444
US DOT 058227

Feb. 15: Berkshire Starts: Pitch Competition, presented
by 1Berkshire, with entrepreneurs and small business owners
pitching their ideas/ventures to a panel of judges for the chance
to win a small cash prize and connect with potential mentors.
Open for public viewing. 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at The Stationery
Factory, 63 Flansburg Ave., Dalton. For information, call David
Curtis at 413-499-1600.
Feb. 16: FACES, a short film about opioid addiction and recovery featuring five stories from Berkshire county residents,
is being screened at the North Adams Library at 6:30 p.m., and
at the Adams Council on Aging on a date to be announced in
March. Following the 28-minute film, panelists will be on hand
to answer questions, and there will be a table of resources and
representatives from local recovery assistance program Josh
Bressette Commit to Save a Life. For more information, contact
Wendy Penner wpenner@nbccoalition.org.

NOW
AVAILABLE
!!!!!!!!!-!!!!!!!!!

WILLIAMSToWn
turn-key opportunity on spring street
Operating as the Red Herring, this
well-established bar on Spring Street
in Williamstown is enjoyed by Williams
College students and staﬀ, local patrons
and the actors of Williamstown Theatre
Festival. Seating for 12 at the bar, 44
at tables and 25 on the seasonal patio.
Shared rest rooms with Images Cinema.
Additional second-ﬂoor entertainment
space. Turn-key business opportunity
includes furniture, fixtures, equipment,
lease terms and inventory. Business
oﬀered at $80,000.

ADAMS
landmark restaurant on Park street
The Red Carpet Restaurant is the oldest
full-service restaurant in Berkshire County
serving breakfast, lunch and dinner. The
popular Park Street eatery includes an
8-seat counter, air conditioning, fully
equipped modern kitchen, furniture &
dishware. The building has a 4-bedroom
renovated upper-level apartment. Parking
in rear. Located in beautifully renovated
downtown Adams, with new sidewalks,
meters, street lights, and other recent
improvements. Business and property
oﬀered at $349,900.
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people on the move

COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITIES

Turn-key diner… Historic 1940’s
Worcester dining car converted
into main street restaurant. Fully
operational, includes all fixtures,
inventory and real estate. Great
opportunity to step right in and run
your own business.... Only $179,900

Route 8, Adams… Well-established
bar & restaurant, 15 years operational.
Two-story building has first-floor bar
& restaurant with outside seating,
possible second-floor apartment,
Liquor license, lottery and all real
estate included......................$199,900

Cheshire… Route 8 location in the
center of town. Fantastic location
to start your new business. Modern
commercial building, used previously
as a restaurant, could be reinvented
for many other uses. Great offstreet parking and good road-side
visibility................................ $175,000

Steepleview Realty
Adams...............................413-743-5903
North Adams....................413-664-0411
Pittsfield............................413-499-5903

www.steepleview.com
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Berkshire Health Systems has announced the
appointment of Gaurav
Jain, MD, a board certified and fellowship trained
specialist in pain medicine, to the medical staff of
Berkshire Medical Center
and the physician staff of
the New England Pain
Center at BMC, where he
Jain
is accepting new patients
in need of pain management. Jain is board certified
in internal medicine, pain medicine and psychiatry,
and fellowship trained in pain medicine and anesthesiology at the University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center. He most recently provided interventional
pain medicine and physiatry services at the Brain
and Spine Center in Williamsville, N.Y., and Niagara Falls Memorial Medical Center.
Jim Hickson has rejoined Berkshire Bank as
senior vice president and commercial regional
president for the Pioneer Valley and Connecticut
markets. In his new role, he will focus on growing
the commercial lending business, as well as expanding relationships with products and services offered
through the bank’s other business lines. Hickson
brings over 26 years of financial experience to his
position. His previous roles include commercial
banking team leader for People’s United, senior
vice president and ABL relationship manager with
Berkshire Bank, and other positions within TD
Bank, KPMG Consulting and Fleet Capital.
Spring Burke, a
mortgage originator at
Salisbury Bank, has been
chosen as a 2017 Five Star
Mortgage Professional
award winner. To receive
the award, a mortgage professional must satisfy five
objective eligibility and
evaluation criteria that are
associated with mortgage
Burke
professionals who provide
quality services to their clients. Burke has worked
in the banking industry for over half of her life in
different roles. Her 2017 award makes the fifth
consecutive year that she has been recognized as
a Five Star Mortgage Professional.
Berkshire Retirement Home Inc., known as
Berkshire Place, recently held its 127th annual
meeting of the corporation, at which the following new officers were elected to one-year
terms: Elizabeth Kirby, Berkshire Health Systems, president; Tanya Wasielewski, Guardian/
Berkshire Life, vice president; Nelson Furlano,
Furlano & Arace PC, treasurer; and Shelley Guyette, Berkshire Bank, secretary/clerk. In addition,
board members elected to new three-year terms
included Vincent Marinaro, Ralph J. Froio Senior Center; and Matthew Scarafoni, Scarafoni
Financial/Berkshire Fairfield; as well as Furlano
and Wasielewski.

Community Health
Programs (CHP) has
named Chuck Leach
and Allyson Holmes to its
board of directors. Leach
is president and CEO of
Lee Bank, and previously
worked for Berkshire Bank
and TD Bank throughout
New England and New
York. He also serves on
Leach
the boards of Berkshire
United Way and Downtown Pittsfield Inc. Holmes is an associate at the
Pittsfield law firm Smith,
Greene & Gold, where
her work involves estate
planning, elder law and
real estate. A Berkshire
native, she returned to the
region after spending nine
years in Boston. She also
Holmes
serves on the North Adams
Planning Board, and participates in Running with
the Law, a nonprofit raising money for local causes
with road races around the country.
Carolyn Blitz and John Larkin have joined the
Southwestern Vermont Health Care Foundation’s
board of directors. Blitz is the president of Mountain
Media LLC and publisher of Stratton Magazine.
Larkin is an attorney with over 40 years’experience,
admitted to practice in New York in 1966.
Cohen Kinne Valicenti
& Cook, a law firm with
offices in Pittsfield, Great
Barrington and Lenox, has
announced that Dennis
Egan and Jesse CookDubin have been named
as partners. Both Egan and
Cook-Dubin are corporate attorneys who focus
their practices in business,
Egan
banking and financing
law. Egan joined the firm
in 2012 after practicing
law in the Pioneer Valley,
and leads the firm’s Real
Estate Division among
other areas of focus. CookDubin worked for several
years as an insolvency
specialist at a Midwestern
law firm before moving
back to the Berkshires in
Cook-Dubin
2011. His work at Cohen
Kinne has involved complex business transactions,
including those involving physician practices.
Outside of the firm, he serves as the volunteer
president of Downtown Pittsfield Inc.
Jayne Monteleone-Bellora has joined the
Berkshire office of the Massachusetts Small Business Development Center Network as client services coordinator and office manager. MonteleoneBellora previously worked as a licensed insurance
agent, and for over 13 years was in sales, marketing
and advertising at local radio stations, where she
gained extensive knowledge in promoting local
businesses throughout Berkshire County.

Goodell

Marion

Greylock Insurance
Agency (GIA), a subsidiary of Greylock Federal Credit Union, has
announced the following
promotions: Lori Goodell, LUTCF, CPIW, to vice
president, responsible for
the personal lines business; Jay Marion, CPCU,
AINS, to vice president,
Kelly
responsible for the commercial lines business; and Rebecca Kelly, CISR,
to insurance processing and systems manager.
Goodell, previously assistant vice president and
personal lines sales manager, has been with GIA for
11 years and has 25 years of experience in insurance sales. Goodell is responsible for overseeing
personal lines account managers and the overall
management of the agency. Marion, previously
assistant vice president, commercial lines, has
over 30 years of commercial insurance experience
and has worked in several capacities, from agency
management to sales and account management.
Kelly, previously insurance processing supervisor,
has worked for Greylock Federal Credit Union for
over seven years and most recently with Greylock
Insurance Agency for the last five years.
Robin Helfand, owner of Robin’s Sweets
in Great Barrington, was selected to speak on
the subject of finding opportunities amidst the
transitions that the town’s Main Street has been
undergoing at the National Retail Federation’s
annual convention, held Jan. 15-17 at the Javits
Center in New York City. The conference is
attended by over 35,000 retailers and those in
related fields. Helfand spoke on a panel focusing
on ways in which small businesses can successfully navigate growth.
Karen Kowalczyk
CPA, is one of 148 entrepreneurs from across the
country who graduated
from the fall 2016 Babson Cohort of Goldman
Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses Program, which
is designed to help entrepreneurs create jobs
and increase economic
Kowalczyk
opportunity through the
development of customized growth plans, oneon-one business counseling, and a network of
peer support. Kowalczyk, who operates her
own accounting firm in Pittsfield, joined other
participants in the 12-week program in intensive
entrepreneurship training from Babson’s business
experts and peers, alongside educational teams
who teach the 10,000 Small Businesses program
at community colleges across the country.
Southwestern Vermont Medical Center Northshire Campus has welcomed Carolyn Goodwin,
FNP-BC, CDE, and Arlene Law, FNP-BC, MBA,
CCRN, CEN, CPEN, to the Dartmouth-Hitchcock
Putnam Physicians. Both providers will serve
existing and new patients.
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news & notes from the region
Emily Moynihan has
joined Boyd Technologies Inc. as an inside sales
representative. Moynihan
grew up in Windsor and
has returned to the area
after spending the last
several years in Boston.
At Boyd Technologies
she will focus on sourcing
new sales contacts and
Moynihan
routing them to the proper
sales resource, as well as supporting the internal
and external sales members.
Maria Rundle has
been appointed as executive director of Flying
Cloud Institute, a Great
Barrington-based nonprofit organization whose
mission is to inspire young
people and educators
through dynamic science
and art experiences that
ignite creativity. Prior
Rundle
to joining Flying Cloud
Institute, Rundle served as director of development at Gould Farm in Monterey, where she has
worked since 2008. She succeeds Jane Burke,
who has been the leader of Flying Cloud Institute
since she, along with her husband and her father,
founded it 35 years ago. Burke will continue to
work with Flying Cloud Institute as a consultant
and an educator in its various programs.

Two Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
(MCLA) students who participate in the campus’
honors program recently were elected to the
Statewide Commonwealth Honors Program’s
governing committee. Jackie Ordway ’18, an
English/communications major from Lunenburg,
is the committee’s president. Nicole Hastry ’18 of
North Attleboro, who majors in business administration, was selected as the group’s vice president.
The Statewide Commonwealth Honors Program
provides a way for honors students across the state
to network with one another as they participate in
a variety of experiences. The program also funds
students’ participation in the four-day Northeast
Regional Honors Conference, which Ordway and
Hastry will attend in April in Pittsburgh.

Tonia Scalise, a seasoned broker in Pittsfield
and surrounding areas, has
joined has joined William
Pitt Sotheby’s International Realty and will be based
in the firm’s new Lenox office. Scalise brings nearly
30 years of experience in
the real estate industry,
including almost 10 years
Scalise
of running her own brokerage firm. Scalise is also an accredited staging professional, utilizing her skills to redecorate homes,
using her clients’ own decor, for properties where
packaging and presentation are key.

Berkshire Health Systems has announced the
appointments of five primary care physicians, all
accepting new patients throughout the Berkshires.
Judith Aldrich, DO, and Brynn Hancock, DO,
have joined Berkshire Osteopathic Health of
BMC, which has offices in Adams and Pittsfield.
Maxim Bitunov, MD, is now providing care
at Hillcrest Family Health Center of BMC in
Pittsfield, and Terra Lampiasi, DO, is at Lenox
Family Health Center of BMC. John Paul Hickey,
MD, is with Barrington Family Medicine in Great
Barrington. The addition of these five physicians
represents a significant expansion of primary care
services in the Berkshires and southern Vermont,
which has been experiencing the national shortage
of primary care physicians.◆

You're a person on the move...

Donna Lennek Turner and Kellie Meehan
have joined Smith, Watson & Company in the
firm’s tax department. Turner, an Enrolled Agent
who is certified and qualified by the Internal Revenue Service, joins the Trust & Estate team with
over 25 years of experience. She will also be a
member of the Family Office team, providing comprehensive financial services to individuals and
families. Meehan brings 10 years of experience in
accounting, tax preparation and office administration to her new position with the firm.
Greylock Federal
Credit Union announced
the selection of Pete Lopez as a member of the
credit union’s volunteer
board of directors, filling
the board seat vacated
by Robert Coco, who
stepped down last year.
Lopez currently owns and
operates The Fieldhouse
Lopez
at Canaan, an athletic
training facility in Canaan, N.Y. Previously, he was
vice president, IT Products at Tyco International.
Lopez spent decades in senior management IT
positions within the GE family of companies, and
continued with SABIC following their acquisition
of GE Plastics in 2007.
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Bigger is not Better… Better is Better

By deB waTson
upon, Realistic, and Time-based. Take some
The start new year is the perfect time to
time to really think about what you want to
evaluate your business and how it’s doing.
achieve this year – focus on things that are
This is the time to make adjustments in many
important to you, not just what a book might
areas to ensure that
suggest you do.
This is the time to make
2017 is even more prof2. Re-evaluate your
itable than 2016. Below adjustments in many areas to business. Are there
are eight important
of your business
ensure that 2017 is even more areas
areas to address.
that are out-dated or no
profitable than 2016.
1. Set goals. So many
longer bringing in the
people groan when I say
revenue they used to?
this, but it doesn’t have to be 20 pages with
Are there new areas you can expand into?
charts. Look at last year’s results and deterYou are never too old to reinvent yourself!
mine what you want to achieve this year – it’s
I’ve heard it said that you’re either getting
pretty simple. It’s important to make them
better or you’re getting worse – there is no
SMART goals: Specific, Measurable, Agreed
such thing as sitting still.

$25

LIFT
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Deb Watson, owner of
Business Marketplace
(deb@businessmarketplace.com), provides
website, marketing
and graphic design
services.
3. Update your competitive analysis. If
you haven’t gone through the exercise of
analyzing your competition in the past six
months, do it now. Not only is it important to
understand what you are up against in your
target market, but you may also discover an
untapped niche that has amazing potential.
It’s great to be the first, and to have everyone
comparing themselves to you.
4. Revisit your target market. What you
identified as your target market years ago may
no longer be accurate. This is a great time to
research your market potential to understand
whether it is still as strong as before. You may
find that you are in a position to expand your
target market either in terms of geography
or other demographics.
5. Develop a customer retention program.
Too many businesses assume people who
have done business with them before will
do so the next time the need arises. This is
risky thinking. Your competition is likely
working hard to turn your customers into their
customers. You need to develop a customer
retention program where you stay in touch
with your customers on a regular basis, letting
them know you haven’t forgotten them (and
hoping they haven’t forgotten you). This also
allows you to share valuable information with
them about your industry and let them know
of new and exciting things going on with your
company that may benefit them. We’ll have
more information on this next month.
6. Reach out to former customers. Everyone has customers that fall off the radar. This is
a great time to put together a plan to reach out to
them in an effort to reconnect. There are many
ways to do this, but it must be personal – not
just a generic email. If you can have a conversation with them, see if you can find out why
they are no longer doing business with you.
This is about the most valuable information
you can obtain, providing important insights
on what improvements you need to make in
your business. Many times it may just be a
matter of a lack of communication. It’s too easy
to only focus on getting new customers and
not staying in touch with your existing ones.
This is a major opportunity missed, as these
customers already know who you are.
7. Keep your website current. If you have
done much reading on search engine optimization (SEO) in the past year or so, you
know that, although keywords should still
programmed in your site, “content is king.”
This means that the keywords you determine
are most important need to be used in the text
of your site, in addition to some important
programming areas of the pages. The other
thing that has a major impact on your ranking
is whether you have new information in your
site. For some sites, this is easily done; for
others, it’s a challenge. Having a blog is one
way, but don’t go that route unless you have
valuable, interesting information to share on
a regular basis. There are many other ways
to keep your site current. Make a plan to add
to and update it monthly.
8. Using social media to your benefit. You
hear about social media constantly, but are
you using it effectively? And which social
media are right for you? Do your homework
and evaluate which you should spend time
on, depending upon your type of business and
your target market. For example, if you are
trying to connect with stay-at-home-moms,
LinkedIn is probably not going to be as effective as Facebook or Instagram. Be consistent
with whichever you choose and find ways to
make it interactive.
Look for future articles which will give
more details on many of these topics. Just
start at number one and go from there – one
step at a time toward a more profitable new
year!◆

email your firm’s news
and announcements to:
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MountainOne…once and for all

would eventually spread to our other business
units,” said Fraser. “It’s tough to maintain all
these identities, and that has contributed to
a level of complexity in terms of letting our
customers know who we are.”
Fraser acknowledged that the delay in
By Brad Johnson
bringing the other units under the MountaiThe latest stage of a Berkshire-based
nOne name was in part due to consideration
financial institution’s evolution has brought
for the established relationships that customit into a new era of unified identity among its
ers have with the insurance operations – esvarious components – and a more purposeful
pecially with CPDC, which has been serving
approach to meeting the diversified needs of
clients in the Berkshires and surrounding
its customers.
region since 1927.
Late last year, MountainOne Financial,
“The only thing that kept us from doing
the parent company of MountainOne Bank
this earlier was ourselves,” he said. “But,
and its insurance and
now, the stars have
“The only thing that kept aligned for us to do it
investment business
units, announced that
us from doing this earlier at this time.”
it would be rebranding
For the insurance
was ourselves.”
each of these divisions
agencies, the name
under the MountainOne name as of Jan. 1,
change first involved a formal merger of the
accompanied by a redesigned logo for all
two into a single business – essentially reversoperations.
ing a process that took place in 1997, when
“The message we’ve been focusing on
True North spun off from CPDC as a separate
for the past few years is ‘One company, one
specialized business unit. The newly reunited
mission,’” said Robert Fraser, president and
agencies now operate as MountainOne InsurCEO of MountainOne Financial.
ance, providing personal and business insurThat theme, he added, started with the
ance, bonding services and group benefits
process of bringing the company’s banking
solutions. Jonathan Denmark, who had been
operations – Hoosac Bank and Williamstown
president and chief operating officer of CPDC,
Savings Bank in the Berkshires, and South
now serves as president and chief operating
Coastal Bank in eastern Massachusetts – all
officer of MountainOne Insurance.
under the same charter and same name. That
In addition, the bank’s True North Finanwas completed in July 2014 when all of the
cial division, which provides investment
bank’s locations formally took the Mounservices and advice to individuals, small
tainOne name.
businesses and nonprofit organizations, has
However, MountainOne’s insurance agenbecome MountainOne Investments, with
cies – Coakley, Pierpan, Dolan & Collins
Linda Levesque continuing as chief operat(CPDC) and True North Insurance – contining officer.
ued to operate under their existing names, as
“By simplifying our identity under the
did the bank’s investment services division,
MountainOne name, we not only clarify to
True North Financial.
our customers and to the public who we are,
“Bringing everything under one name
but we also express the value of the combined
started at the bank level, but we knew it
services we can provide,” said Fraser. “We are

Company brings banking,
insurance, investment
units under same name

Some of Our Meetings
Have Been Truly Historic.

MountainOne CEO Robert Fraser (right) and Jonathan Denmark, president of the newly consolidated and
renamed MountainOne Insurance (left), say the rebranding and universal identity will allow the company to
more effectively meet the needs of its customers. “We not only clarify to our customers and to the public
who we are, but we also express the value of the combined services we can provide,” says Fraser.
proud to be the only Berkshire County-based
community bank offering comprehensive
financial solutions under one roof.”

Leadership role

According to Fraser, one of the aforementioned “stars” that came into alignment was
the arrival of Denmark as president of CPDC
in March 2015. “Having the right leadership
in place was an important part of doing this at
this time,” he said. “Jonathan has been a great
addition [to MountainOne], and I see his role
continuing to expand in the future.”
Denmark described the merger of the
agencies into MountainOne Insurance as
“a huge success point for where we are as
a company” – one that will allow both the

insurance and banking operations to more
effectively meet the needs of customers.
“We are maintaining the strong tradition
of exceptional customer service these agencies have provided for so many years, while
looking to the future and growing together
under the MountainOne name,” he said.
Denmark came to CPDC from Berkshire
Insurance Group, the insurance subsidiary of
Berkshire Bank, where he headed its benefits
division but also was involved in the property
and casualty side of the business.
The 39-year-old Pittsfield native said he
was new to the insurance industry when he
joined Berkshire Insurance Group in 2007.
“Going into insurance came out of the blue,”
he said, noting that he and his wife Lara (also
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from Pittsfield) had just then moved back to
on employee benefits in the Williamstown
the Berkshires after working in other fields
branch of MountainOne Bank (the former Wilin the Boston area. “I liked the analytical
liamstown Savings Bank building), an office
aspect of the business, and it was a good fit
for property and casualty business at 296 Main
St. in Williamstown, and a sales office at the
for me from the start.”
MountainOne Financial building at William
As his role at the agency evolved and he
Stanley Business Park in Pittsfield.
took on more leadership responsibilities,
MountainOne Investments operates from
Denmark found that he also had an affinity
offices at 85 Main St. in North Adams, 296
for the management and organizational side
Main St. in Williamstown and at the Pittsof the business. “I enjoyed solving the puzzle
field location.
of moving peoWhile the
ple into the right
name changes
places to best tap
will directly aftheir abilities,”
fect operations
he said.
As part of the rebranding process, the company has introin the Berkshire
Denmark also
duced a new logo that underscores the range of related
market, they will
was directly inservices that are available under the MountainOne name.
have little impact
volved in the
on MountainOne Bank’s four offices in
design and implementation of a focused
eastern Massachusetts.
cross-selling program between the banking
“A lot of this branding is initially geared
and insurance sides of Berkshire Bank’s
toward the Berkshire market,” said Fraser,
operations.
explaining that the company has not yet
This background and experience made
formally established a base of operations
Denmark an attractive candidate to sucfor its insurance or investment businesses
ceed Tim Dolan, who a few years ago was
at any of its eastern offices.
preparing step down as president of CPDC.
He added, however, that any future expan“The opportunity came up to apply for the
sion of insurance operations to that end of the
position as president at CPDC,” said Denstate will benefit from the unified identity
mark. “I saw a lot of opportunity in this
of banking and insurance operations. “The
organization, and felt that I could contribute
MountainOne name is now familiar to customin a meaningful way.”
ers in our eastern markets,” said Fraser, who
Part of that contribution, as it turned out,
splits his time between offices in Rockland
has involved seeking ways to more effectively
and North Adams. “So, any [future] roll-out
cross-sell between banking and insurance
of MountainOne Insurance there would be
operations. “I saw we were not effectively
made easier by our common identity.”
using our branding as a sales tool,” Denmark
Fraser added that, even without a formal
said. “Many people didn’t understand that it
presence in eastern Massachusetts, there are
was one company.”
opportunities for growth of the insurance
On another level, the same held true for the
business in that market, which has been genCPDC and True North businesses. “When I
erating a significant amount of commercial
came into the organization and looked at the
banking activity for MountainOne. “In terms
mix of business that we had, I saw challenges
of short-term opportunities, we’ll be talking
of how to effectively grow that business,”
to commercial [banking] clients there to serve
said Denmark. “Between the two insurance
their insurance needs as well,” he said.
divisions, I came to realize that we already
Denmark agreed, noting that he looks
shared many of the same customers, but we
forward to exploring opportunities for growth
were doing it under different names.”
in the greater Boston market.
Seeing the need for clarity of identity,
For now, however, he is focusing on the
Denmark became an advocate for bringing
ongoing roll-out of the new identity for Mounthe insurance operations under the same
tainOne Insurance in the Berkshire market.
name as the banking side of the business.
“With our unified identity making it clear that
“My focus was on how to provide the best
we’re all part of one company, it’s easier to
value for the client,” he said, noting that one
convey our combination of having both big
key way to do so was by making it easier and
bank resources and community feel,” he said.
more convenient for customers to have their
“That’s exactly where I think this company
full range of needs met by MountainOne.
should be. It’s a really special time.”u
“That’s why I have been pushing the issue
to get it all under the same name.”
As with Fraser, deference to the long history of CPDC and its association with its own
customers was something that Denmark was
also sensitive to. “Clients in Berkshire County
have trusted in our agency since 1927,” he said.
“I didn’t want to just cast that aside.”
To pave the way for the name change,
Denmark and others at the insurance agencies began talking with clients about the new
identity. “Insurance and investment clients
were notified of the name change in midNovember,” said Denmark, adding that they
were assured the staff at the insurance and
investment divisions would remain the same,
and services would continue uninterrupted.
No major concerns were expressed by
customers, according to Denmark. “Many of
them said, ‘It’s about time,’” he added.

First and last

It had, in fact, been almost 20 years that
the banking and insurance components
maintained separate identities, following
the acquisition of CPDC and True North by
Hoosac Bank in 1998, which was the first
transaction of its kind in Massachusetts.
At that time, there were significant regulatory concerns about maintaining “firewalls”
between banking and insurance operations
to prevent direct cross-selling between the
businesses. Over the years, as more and more
banks added insurance units as a way to
diversify operations, the firewalls crumbled
and effective cross-selling became the goal,
along with unified branding and identity.
“So, the acquisition of CPDC and True
North was the first in Massachusetts, but
we’re the last to change our names,” joked
Denmark.
The combined MountainOne Insurance has
35 employees, with headquarters on Union
Street in North Adams. It has an office focused
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REAL
The following real Estate
transactions are provided by
Banker & Tradesman Real
Estate Data Publishing. Only
properties valued at $75,000
or higher are included.

Adams
8 Depot St.
Buyer: US Bank NA Tr
Seller: Eric Drysgola +
Price: $90,000
Date: 12/8/16

15 Grove St.
Buyer: Franz Gonzalez +
Seller: Pierce Machine Co Inc
Price: $89,000
Mortgage: $66,750
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/13/16
17 Pine St.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: Chad Carpenter +
Price: $94,000
Date: 12/12/16
12 Pleasant St.
Buyer: AJS Trailside Pub Inc
Seller: Craig Pekosz
Price: $205,000
Mortgage: $188,500
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 11/21/16
38 Randall St.
Buyer: Kyle Richardson
Seller: Scott Mcwhirt
Price: $165,000
Mortgage: $168,547
Lender: Merrimack Mtg
Date: 11/17/16
31 Willow St.
Buyer: Dillon Demarsico +
Seller: Arthur Koehler +
Price: $124,300
Mortgage: $122,048
Lender: Mtg Equity Prtnr
Date: 12/15/16

Alford
21 Old Village Rd.
Buyer: Robert Plotz +
Seller: Marilyn Lebowitz
Price: $1,526,500
Mortgage: $1,100,000
Lender: Salisbury B&T

estate
Date: 12/8/16

Becket
352 Alan A Dale Dr.
Buyer: Donald Munger
Seller: Eric Twining +
Price: $165,000
Date: 11/16/16
King Richard Dr. Lot 20-24
Buyer: Donald Munger
Seller: Eric Twining +
Price: $165,000
Date: 11/16/16

65 Fisk Rd.
Buyer: Richard Bizzi +
Seller: Charles Giuliano +
Price: $183,00
Date: 11/15/16

Berkshire Trade & Commerce

25 Leonhardt Rd.
Buyer: Nationstar Mtg LLC
Seller: Barbara Price +
Price: $100,000
Date: 12/16/16
199 Maid Marion Ln.
Buyer: Kelcie Drohan +
Seller: Scott Levy +
Price: $190,000
Date: 12/9/16
21 Maple St.
Buyer: Town of Becket
Seller: Colleen Oconnor +
Price: $154,300
Date: 12/12/16

Seller: Madaio FT +
Price: $295,000
Mortgage: $236,000
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/2/16

Cheshire
145 Furnace Hill Rd.
Buyer: Nolan Brassard +
Seller: Jason Richardson +
Price: $293,000
Mortgage: $293,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/5/16
750-760 S State Rd.
Buyer: Royal Property Group
Seller: Donald Lykkebak +
Price: $285,000
Date: 12/2/16

Clarksburg
401 Cross Rd.
Buyer: Jason Maynard +
Seller: Blanche Mclain +
Price: $119,900
Mortgage: $104,900
Lender: Bank of
Bennington
Date: 11/15/16

116 Otis Rd.
Buyer: Alexander Geringer +
Seller: Linda Johnston
Price: $390,000
Mortgage: $292,500
Lender: LoanDepot.com
Date: 11/17/16

220 Henderson Rd.
Buyer: Chance Lancaster +
Seller: Simon FT +
Price: $416,500
Mortgage: $333,200
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 12/9/16

61 Will Scarlet Dr.
Buyer: David Falbo
Seller: Hoppe IRT +
Price: $132,000
Mortgage: $129,609
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/28/16
116 Will Scarlet Dr.
Buyer: David Richards +

A free educational workshop for rental
property owners, property managers, legal staff
and realtors is being presented on Jan. 28 in
Pittsfield by the Rental Housing Association
of Berkshire County.
The program will feature H. John Fisher, a
recognized expert on Massachusetts landlord/
tenant law and fair housing issues. A landlord
with many years of experience in property
management, Fisher is the author of Property Management Manual For Massachusetts
Rental Property Owners. Now in its sixth
edition, the book is a practical, how-to guide
that has become a standard reference for Massachusetts landlords.
Topics to be covered at the Jan. 28 workshop
include basic law and regulations currently
governing the relationship between owners of
rental property in Massachusetts and their tenants, effective legal procedures and processes,
and good rental management practices.
The workshop will be held from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at Union Hall, 789 Tyler St. Coffee and
donuts will be offered at 8:30, and lunch will
be provided. Pre-registration recommended but
not required. For information or to register, call
413-499-1330.u

37 Wishing Way
Buyer: Gwen Lyeth-Burton
Seller: Michael Lichtenstein +
Price: $361,500
Mortgage: $289,200
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 11/18/16

30 Oak Dr.
Buyer: Timothy Lambertson +
Seller: Paul Panes +
Price: $242,000
Mortgage: $205,700
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/2/16

115 Parsons Way
Buyer: Adam Paquette +
Seller: Christopher Olinski +
Price: $266,000
Mortgage: $212,800
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/15/16

Association to hold workshop for
rental property owners, managers

Dalton
84 1st St.
Buyer: Karen Sweener +
Seller: Christopher Furlong
Price: $159,000
Mortgage: $127,200
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 11/18/16
71 Audrey Dr.
Buyer: Matthew Higgins +
Seller: John Nalepa
Price: $182,500
Mortgage: $179,193
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/15/16

69 Beverly St.
Buyer: Connor Smith +
Seller: Richard Kovacs
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $156,565
Lender: Merrimack Mtg
Date: 12/6/16
53 Burr Dr.
Buyer: Carol Simisky
Seller: Billings FT +
Price: $180,000
Mortgage: $144,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 11/22/16
48 Deming St.
Buyer: Alyce Miller
Seller: Michael Sullivan +
Price: $163,500
Mortgage: $158,043
Lender: Merrimack Mtg
Date: 11/23/16
6 Elaine Ave.
Buyer: Jared Bruso +

Seller: Hanna Mark Est +
Price: $165,000
Mortgage: $166,666
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/9/16

February 2017

Buyer: Kevin Roy Jr +
Seller: Nicola Sabha
Price: $204,800
Mortgage: $201,090
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/9/16

Buyer: 4s Realty LLC
Seller: BKL Realty LLC
Price: $824,000
Mortgage: $770,984
Lender: Seller
Date: 12/7/16

72 Washington Mountain
Buyer: Maria Vidoli
Seller: Thomas Andrews +
Price: $265,000
Mortgage: $257,050
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/56/16

58 Monument Valley Rd.
Buyer: Myrin Institute
Seller: David Barbieri +
Price: $515,000
Date: 12/8/16

36 Woodside Ave.
Buyer: Thomas Andrews +
Seller: Steven Gerardi +
Price: $181,000
Mortgage: $162,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/5/16

Egremont
9 Bott Hill Rd.
Buyer: Michael Lebowitz +
Seller: Fredric Kasner
Price: $750,000
Mortgage: $417,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 12/8/16
12 Bow Wow Rd.
Buyer: Christopher Papadakis
Seller: Kimberley Hyatt +
Price: $166,000
Date: 11/28/16
72 Main St.
Buyer: Bette Ehrenberg
Seller: CIT Bank NA
Price: $169,000
Date: 11/28/16

Florida

90 Fox Rd.
Buyer: Kevin Kittler +
Seller: Kevin Goyer Jr
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $89,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 11/28/16

49 Mohawk Trail
Buyer: Michael Gleason +
Seller: Patricia Mancuso +
Price: $85,000
Mortgage: $90,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/12/16

54 Grange Hall Rd.
Buyer: Kaylee Boyne
Seller: James Polidoro Sr
Price: $205,500
Mortgage: $207,575
Lender: Merrimack Mtg
Date: 11/28/16

121 Tilda Hill Rd.
Buyer: Jean Fulton T +
Seller: Donald Ferron +
Price: $300,000
Date: 11/18/16

101 Main St.
Buyer: Ian Nevitt +
Seller: Michael Nelson +
Price: $595,000
Mortgage: $476,000
Lender: Alliant CU
Date: 12/16/16
872 Main St.
Buyer: Arlene Reid
Seller: Paul Bowlby
Price: $219,000
Mortgage: $186,150
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 11/28/16

Great
Barrington

11 Bentley Ave.
Buyer: Michael Leonard
Seller: Robert Winterbottom Jr +
Price: $375,000
Mortgage: $300,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 11/14/16
18 Benton Ave.
Buyer: Diana Noyes +
Seller: Raymond Despres +
Price: $475,000
Date: 12/6/16

25 Pease Ave.
Buyer: Kinnie Taylor
Seller: Charles Varney +
Price: $124,900
Mortgage: $126,161
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/28/16

Brookside Rd. Lot 2
Buyer: Berk Hsng Dev Corp
Seller: Monument Valley LLC
Price: $300,000
Mortgage: $300,000
Lender: Boston Comm Ln Fd
Date: 11/16/16

239 South St.
Buyer: Cynthia Walton
Seller: Rolando Guilarte
Price: $134,500
Mortgage: $135,858
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/14/16

90 Lake Buel Rd.
Buyer: Adam Carlotto
Seller: James Bragdon
Price: $200,000
Mortgage: $194,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/8/16

1100 South St.

168 Main St.

206 Pleasant St.
Buyer: Chandra
Shepardson
Seller: Donald Mayland Jr +
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $152,192
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/1/16
49 Railroad St.
Buyer: 49-51 Railroad LLC
Seller: Marsh Holdings LLC
Price: $550,000
Date: 12/7/16
72 Seekonk Cross Rd.
Buyer: Daijiro Ban +
Seller: Sharon Kennedy
Price: $400,000
Mortgage: $125,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 11/15/16
274 State Rd.
Buyer: Emerald City Rentals
Seller: Marianne Pavone +
Price: $181,710
Date: 12/6/16
329 State Rd.
Buyer: Danielle Emlaw +
Seller: Anthony Hill +
Price: $279,000
Mortgage: $250,192
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/6/16
305 Stockbridge Rd.
Buyer: JWPS LLC
Seller: 305 Stockbridge
Road LLC
Price: $1,400,000
Mortgage: $980,000
Lender: Cathay Bank
Date: 12/15/16
396 Stockbridge Rd.
Buyer: 394 Stockbridge
Road LLC
Seller: Shin NT +
Price: $297,500
Mortgage: $555,000
Lender: Millbury SB
Date: 11/15/16
168 Taconic Ave.
Buyer: Anne Rippey +
Seller: Tobeck Design & Build
Price: $375,000
Mortgage: $190,000
Lender: Capital Bk
Date: 12/16/16

Hancock
45 Birch Grove Rd.
Buyer: Dina Malone
Seller: Randy Brewer
Price: $225,000
Mortgage: $225,000
Lender: USAA Fed SB
Date: 11/21/16
Corey Rd. Lot 2
Buyer: Karen Morrison
Seller: Lydia Gould
Price: $337,500
Date: 12/12/16
37 Corey Rd. U:633
Buyer: Nathaniel Hoogs +
Seller: William Cooper +
Price: $85,000
Date: 11/18/16

Hinsdale

274 Ashmere Rd.
Buyer: Peter Digrigoli +
Seller: Diane Taylor
Price: $126,000
Date: 12/7/16
386 Creamery Rd.
Buyer: FHLM
Seller: Mark Green Sr +
Price: $118,018
Date: 11/29/16
Pine Cone Ln. U:260
Buyer: James Alden +
Seller: Deborah Nunziata
Price: $315,000
Mortgage: $250,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/12/16

Lanesboro
3 Grove Ave.
Buyer: Leren FT +
Seller: Robert Barton +
Price: $280,000
Date: 11/29/16
61 Old Orebed Rd.
Buyer: Timothy Sherman +
Seller: Random Props Acq
Price: $85,000
Date: 12/6/16
145 Old State Rd.
Buyer: Adam Ambrose +
Seller: William Dilego RET +
Price: $180,000
Mortgage: $174,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/1/16
83 Summer St.
Buyer: US Bank NA Tr
Seller: Dale French +
Price: $83,266
Date: 12/13/16
56 Victoria Ln.
Buyer: Daniel Pigott +
Seller: Marshall Wexler +
Price: $275,000
Mortgage: $270,019
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/16/16
580 S Main St. U:209
Buyer: Nicola Riello
Seller: Mcloughlin Premises T +
Price: $83,000
Mortgage: $80,510
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/9/16

Lee
60 Cliffwood St.
Buyer: Evan Laudon
Seller: Ethel Noonan IRT +
Price: $180,000
Mortgage: $125,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 11/16/16
200 Fox Run
Buyer: K A BesanceneyObrien
Seller: Richard Digrigoli
Price: $160,000
Mortgage: $96,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 11/16/16
105 Housatonic St.
Buyer: Scott Morrill
Seller: Thomas Sermini +
Price: $165,000
Mortgage: $160,050
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 12/6/16
165 Leisure Lee Rd.
Buyer: Barry Leeper +
Seller: Jay Gershman

1 Stop Shop

*Unmatched Customer Service
*Since 1992 *550+ testemonials

NOW OPEN IN

Lenox
NOW OPEN IN

Lenox

OPEN
INnear and far
Bringing youNOW
home
from

Lenox

BARNBROOKREALTY.COM
Bringing
you home from413-528-4423
near and far
271 MAIN ST, GREAT BARRINGTON MA | 27C HOUSATONIC ST, LENOX MA
BARNBROOKREALTY.COM

413-528-4423

271 MAIN ST, GREAT BARRINGTON MA | 27C HOUSATONIC ST, LENOX MA

•Kitchens •Bathrooms •Basements & Attic s •Windows •Siding •Roofing

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

(413) 442-3001
674 North St. Pittsﬁeld, MA
www.morrisonshomeimprovement.com
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Berkshire County real estate transfers
Price: $218,000
Date: 11/18/16
170 Prospect St.
Buyer: Prospect Village LLC
Seller: Fox Real Estate Inc
Price: $325,000
Date: 12/15/16
185 Silver St.
Buyer: Robert Scrimger +
Seller: Richard Methe +
Price: $328,000
Mortgage: $338,824
Lender: Mtg Research Ctr
Date: 11/30/16
20 Theresa Ter.
Buyer: Thomas Macchi
Seller: Trustco Bank
Price: $129,000
Mortgage: $116,100
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/9/16
45 Via Bondi
Buyer: Richard Methe +
Seller: Shawn Kingsley +
Price: $320,000
Mortgage: $304,000
Lender: LoanDepot.com
Date: 11/30/16
25 W Pine St.
Buyer: Steven Bull
Seller: Richard Clapper +
Price: $163,500
Mortgage: $160,538
Lender: Merrimack Mtg
Date: 12/14/16
880 East St. U:20C
Buyer: Steven Marlow +
Seller: Maramaldi LT +
Price: $232,000
Mortgage: $122,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 11/18/16

Lenox
61 Chapman Rd.
Buyer: Christopher Horton +
Seller: Marion Boardman
Price: $280,000
Date: 12/15/16
6 Fairview Ave.
Buyer: Thomas Sharpe
Seller: M Lynne Nadorff LT +
Price: $275,000
Mortgage: $220,000
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 12/16/16
114 Holmes Rd.
Buyer: Jason Labelle
Seller: Keith Bridgham
Price: $180,000

Date: 11/28/16
109 Housatonic St.
Buyer: Lenox Schoolhouse
Seller: Cameron House LP
Price: $2,860,000
Mortgage: $2,047,106
Lender: Boston Comm Ln Fd
Date: 12/15/16
306 Housatonic St.
Buyer: Michael Jezak +
Seller: Denise Jezak
Price: $175,000
Mortgage: $140,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 11/30/16
52 Hubbard St.
Buyer: Keith Harrison
Seller: Francis Morley +
Price: $150,000
Mortgage: $135,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 12/16/16
11 Lawton St.
Buyer: Brendan Holzhauer +
Seller: Pierre Leger +
Price: $253,400
Mortgage: $239,500
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 11/30/16
134 New Lenox Rd.
Buyer: Bruce Stringer +
Seller: Dighton John Est +
Price: $213,500
Mortgage: $188,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 11/15/16
271 Lee Rd.
Buyer: Joseph Ryan +
Seller: Robert Cimini +
Price: $390,000
Mortgage: $312,000
Lender: Citibank
Date: 11/30/16
13 Sargent Brook Rd.
Buyer: Kondaur Capital
Corp Tr
Seller: Paul Lehrer +
Price: $480,000
Date: 11/23/16
Under Mountain Rd.
Buyer: VanAlstyne FT +
Seller: Anthony Doyle
Price: $138,000
Date: 12/1/16
16 Coldbrooke S U:A
Buyer: Timothy Metzger +
Seller: Pincus FT +
Price: $450,000
Mortgage: $360,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 11/18/16

55 Pittsfield Rd. U:8B
Buyer: Mary Noyes
Seller: LD Associates Inc
Price: $130,000
Date: 11/28/16
260 Pittsfield Rd. U:C1
Buyer: Arthur Blum +
Seller: Jeanette Blum
Price: $76,500
Date: 12/2/16

Monterey
96 Fairview Rd.
Buyer: Marc Bernstein +
Seller: Ronald Goldfinger +
Price: $120,000
Date: 11/30/16
21 Limerock Ln.
Buyer: Steven Demartino
Seller: Hugo A&A
Demartino IRT +
Price: $600,000
Date: 11/29/16

New
Marlboro

14 Brewer Hill Rd.
Buyer: Robert Winterbottom Jr +
Seller: James Redman +
Price: $275,000
Date: 11/14/16
268 Hadsell St.
Buyer: Jeremy Barber +
Seller: Eric Shamie +
Price: $850,000
Mortgage: $640,000
Lender: Guaranteed Rate
Date: 12/16/16

North Adams
30 A St.
Buyer: Rachel Maestri
Seller: Robert Tomkiewicz +
Price: $139,900
Mortgage: $143,257
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/23/16
45-47 Arnold Pl.
Buyer: Charles Swabey +
Seller: Scarafoni Associates +
Price: $251,500
Mortgage: $100,000
Lender: David Carver
Date: 11/30/16
49 Arnold Pl.
Buyer: Charles Swabey +
Seller: Scarafoni Associates +
Price: $251,500
Mortgage: $100,000

Lender: David Carver
Date: 11/30/16
51 Arnold Pl.
Buyer: Charles Swabey +
Seller: Scarafoni Associates +
Price: $251,500
Mortgage: $100,000
Lender: David Carver
Date: 11/30/16
240 Ashland St.
Buyer: Kathleen Lyon
Seller: Helen Bellard
Price: $98,000
Mortgage: $99,999
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/2/16
59 Barth St.
Buyer: Sheila Silsby
Seller: Shirley Mills
Price: $120,000
Date: 11/14/16
72 Hawthorne Ave.
Buyer: Melissa Segalla
Seller: Marc Segalla
Price: $75,000
Date: 11/18/16
40-42 Jackson St.
Buyer: Rex RT +
Seller: Spells RT +
Price: $95,000
Mortgage: $85,000
Lender: David Spells
Date: 12/2/16
7-13 Marietta St.
Buyer: US Bank NA Tr
Seller: Richard Oneil +
Price: $93,000
Date: 12/13/16
1361 Massachusetts Ave.
Buyer: Peter Robare
Seller: Barry Margaret Est +
Price: $133,000
Mortgage: $126,350
Lender: NBT Bank
Date: 12/15/16
21 Meadow St.
Buyer: Richard Burdick
Seller: Lois Filiault
Price: $124,900
Mortgage: $126,161
Lender: LYC Mtg
Date: 12/7/16
132 North St.
Buyer: Jennifer Howland
Seller: Brian Miksic +
Price: $145,000
Mortgage: $137,500
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 11/16/16
990 Notch Rd.

Buyer: Baby Bean NT +
Seller: Demagall Richard Est +
Price: $150,000
Date: 11/17/16
113 Pleasant St.
Buyer: Bryan Sapienza
Seller: Gerold Sapienza +
Price: $125,600
Mortgage: $102,350
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 11/18/16
93 Tremont St.
Buyer: Michelle Duby
Seller: Nolan Brassard
Price: $133,500
Mortgage: $118,815
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/7/16
308 W Shaft Rd.
Buyer: Robert Doborwicz Jr
Seller: Phillip Labonte
Price: $139,900
Mortgage: $142,907
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/5/16
108 Woodlawn Ave.
Buyer: Lisa Tessier
Seller: Robert Dean +
Price: $80,000
Mortgage: $122,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/5/16
32 Holden St. U:32
Buyer: Michael Poppler +
Seller: Simone Couture
Price: $220,000
Mortgage: $176,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/1/16

Otis
22 Chestnut Ln.
Buyer: Michael Grossman
Seller: Lorne Norton +
Price: $1,085,000
Date: 11/18/16
26 Pine Rd.
Buyer: William Amanti +
Seller: Steven Taberman
Price: $1,000,000
Date: 12/1/16
386 Pine Rd.
Buyer: Diane Haggerty +
Seller: Jean Pullen
Price: $146,000
Mortgage: $116,800
Lender: Bank of America
Date: 12/1/16
105 Sugar House Rd.
Buyer: Mark Deitch +

Seller: Gregory Bulger +
Price: $567,500
Mortgage: $454,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 12/16/16

Peru
18 Baumann Rd.
Buyer: Michael Forgea +
Seller: David Charbonneau
Price: $180,000
Mortgage: $150,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/8/16
7 Greylock Cir.
Buyer: Mark Tucker
Seller: Stephen Weiss +
Price: $160,000
Mortgage: $161,616
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/18/16
72 Hickingbotham Rd.
Buyer: Richard Gross
Seller: Ronald Labeau +
Price: $285,000
Mortgage: $291,127
Lender: Residential Mtg Svcs
Date: 12/13/16

Pittsfield
98 4th St.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: Christopher Sullivan +
Price: $81,901
Date: 12/13/16
205 Appleton Ave.
Buyer: Amanda Waluszko
Seller: Lee Lucy Est +
Price: $143,500
Mortgage: $136,325
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 12/5/16
28 Argyle Rd.
Buyer: Gerard Gallick +
Seller: Catherine Benham
Price: $85,500
Mortgage: $65,500
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 11/17/16
146 Bartlett Ave.
Buyer: Andrew Ottoson +
Seller: Florence Brett
Price: $202,600
Mortgage: $182,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 11/18/16
215 Chapel St.
Buyer: Jacob Gaylord
Seller: Michael Hobart +
Price: $114,500

Mortgage: $108,363
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/15/16
61 Chapman Rd.
Buyer: Christopher Horton +
Seller: Marion Boardman
Price: $280,000
Mortgage: $176,350
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 12/15/16
90 Cheshire Rd.
Buyer: Cherie Pasquarelli
Seller: Neil Siegel
Price: $117,000
Mortgage: $111,150
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/17/16
400 Columbus Ave.
Buyer: Hillcrest Educ Ctr
Seller: Roman Cath Bishop
Springfield
Price: $1,250,000
Mortgage: $9,000,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 11/29/16
18 County Ct.
Buyer: Hayes RT 2 +
Seller: Thomas Odonnell +
Price: $350,000
Date: 12/9/16
85 Crofut St.
Buyer: Robert Sammons +
Seller: Sanborn Philp 2004
RET +
Price: $462,000
Date: 12/16/16
6 Curtis St.
Buyer: Joss Mgmt Co
Seller: Acm Properties LLC
Price: $85,000
Date: 12/1/16
40 Curtis Ter.
Buyer: Nicole Walden
Seller: Nancy Tremblay
Price: $94,900
Mortgage: $93,180
Lender: Merrimack Mtg
Date: 12/15/16
654 Dalton Division Rd.
Buyer: Christopher Kelly
Seller: Lois Styaffin T +
Price: $185,000
Mortgage: $175,750
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/16/16
193 Dawes Ave.
Buyer: Karen Dillon
Seller: Reginald Cooper +
Price: $317,500
Mortgage: $120,000
Lender: JPMorgan Chase

Date: 11/30/16
67 Donna Ave.
Buyer: Stephanie Pasquarelli
Seller: Nanda Hrul
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $124,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/16/16
54 E Housatonic St.
Buyer: Robin Oliver
Seller: Douglas Harding 2nd +
Price: $80,000
Mortgage: $121,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 11/17/16
899-R E New Lenox Rd.
Buyer: James Cunningham
Seller: Kelli Kozak
Price: $227,500
Date: 11/14/16
12 Eastbrook Ln.
Buyer: Thomas White +
Seller: Ira Grossman RET +
Price: $520,000
Date: 11/29/16
121 Elaine Dr.
Buyer: Sohael Gilani +
Seller: Matthew Carlino +
Price: $189,500
Mortgage: $180,025
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/28/16
30 Faucett Ln.
Buyer: Nicole Luong
Seller: Clive Beckington
Price: $319,000
Mortgage: $246,906
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/17/16
476 Fenn St.
Buyer: Robert Lloyd +
Seller: Francese Family
Realty
Price: $113,000
Mortgage: $84,750
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/17/16
64 Flintstone Dr.
Buyer: Gayle Murphy
Seller: Norma Bertocci
2008 FT +
Price: $184,000
Date: 11/30/16
22 Gale Ave.
Buyer: Jason Labelle
Seller: Peter Connors
Price: $135,000
Mortgage: $105,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 12/7/16
continued on page 17
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Sales start for
Canyon Ranch
Residences at
Bellefontaine
luxury condos ‘round out
portfolio’ at lenox resort
By John Townes
Another element has been added to the
growing health and wellness economy in
Lenox, with the final phase of construction
and marketing of 19 high-end condominiums
Renderings show some of the exterior and interior features of the high-end condominiums at Canyon Ranch, which are priced between $1.35 and $3.5 million.
at the Canyon Ranch Resort.
A new three-story structure has been
The new residential component will reflect
built to the west of the resort’s main manthat upmarket orientation, with prices for
sion for the condominiums, which are to
units in the range of $1.35 million to $3.5
be known as Canyon Ranch Residences at
million.
Bellefontaine.
Although the concept for the condominium
“The building’s structure has been comresidences dates back several years, Canyon
pleted, and construction is currently underRanch proposed the specific plans for this
way on the interior,” said Gladys Montgomdevelopment in 2013, and the project was
ery, salesperson at William Pitt Sotheby’s Inapproved by town boards in 2014.
ternational Realty in Great Barrington (www.
“We have a strong following in the
williampitt.com/berkshires), the agency that
Northeast, and with the demand for wellis representing the project. “It is expected to
ness real estate increasing, we decided to
be completed by mid-March.”
round out our portfolio of residences across
The prominent health spa resort opened
our destination resorts, now with offerings
in 1989 at the redeveloped former Bellefonat our Lenox location,” said Canyon Ranch
taine estate on Kemble
CEO Susan Docherty.
“We describe it as a home “Our guests across the
Street. The property
includes the original
world now have the opthat takes care of you.”
1897 mansion of the
portunity to experience
great estate and 120 surrounding acres. Canour signature transformative wellness every
yon Ranch includes a 126-room inn and an
day in their own backyard.”
Integrative Health Center, with services that
Canyon Ranch has added similar residenterraces offer views of the Bellefontaine
to make a permanent connection with our
include personal medical consultations and a
tial components at its resorts in Tucson and
grounds. Residents will have access to a
incredible services.”
variety of wellness, fitness and recreational
Kaplankaya, Turkey.
climate-controlled enclosed walkway leadFor most buyers, the condominiums
spa activities.
Canyon Ranch Residences at Bellefontaine
ing to the resort’s dining, spa, fitness and
are expected to be a part-time residence,
It was a second site established by Canyon
were designed by architect Robert Harrison,
wellness facilities.
although some may choose to make it their
Ranch, which was started in Tucson, Ariz.,
with interior design by William Caligari Jr.,
Collectively, the 19 residential units
primary home.
and is one of the nation’s best-known upscale
both based in Great Barrington.
comprise about 40,000 square feet of livThe health and wellness industry has
spa resort destinations.
The eco-friendly residences will feature
ing space, with about 11,500 square feet of
become an increasingly prominent segment
Canyon Ranch has since become a mainopen, spacious floor plans and high, architecgarage space.
of the economy in Lenox, Stockbridge and
stay in the local economy, and attracts internaturally detailed ceilings. A climate-controlled
Montgomery noted that at least six of the
the surrounding area over the past 25 years.
tional guests, including celebrities and other
underground parking garage provides elevaunits are already under contract.
In addition to Canyon Ranch, the nearby
prominent figures to the Berkshires.
tor access to units, and private balconies and
She said the primary market for the condoKripalu Center has become a popular center
miniums are Canyon Ranch guests who are
for guests pursuing for yoga and other New
attracted to the access to the spa, combined
Age activities. There are also many individual
with its location in the Berkshires.
practitioners of wellness and alternative
413.458.0093
“It’s an opportunity to live in the environhealth services in the area.
191 Water Street
ment of Canyon Ranch and have access to it
The momentum of this trend has increased
Williamstown, MA
right there,” Montgomery said. “They also
recently. This fall, with the granting of local
appreciate the Berkshire lifestyle. We depermits, the Cranwell Resort in Lenox was
www.burnhamgold.com
scribe it as a home that takes care of you.”
purchased by Miraval, another prominent
Licensed in MA & VT
“For so many guests who stay at our resorts,
Arizona-based luxury resort spa, with plans
well-being becomes a lifelong mission and
to expand that facility as a major wellness
WILLIAMSToWn
journey,” added Docherty. “Canyon Ranch
destination. In addition, another company is
is a lifestyle, and with the Residences at
planning to convert the Elm Court estate in
Purple mountain Pass • $499,900
Bellefontaine, residents have the opportunity
Stockbridge as an “experiential resort.◆

“

George Whaling has been much
more than what people think of as a
“landlord.” He’s really more of a partner
– consistently going out of his way to
help us succeed. Teton is responsive,
well managed, and really have been
fantastic to work with.

”

— Scott Moraes & Gillian Gorman,
co-owners of Radiance Yoga

Don’t miss out on this rare opportunity
to own a very special 14.15-acre parcel
just off scenic Northwest Hill Road
in Williamstown. Located on Purple
Mountain Pass, a private road built and
meticulously maintained by the small
association you will be a part of, this
parcel features 150 ft. of road frontage
on Northwest Hill. You’ll be just moments
away from Williams College, The Clark
and the Williamstown Theatre Festival, while nestled amongst 2,500 acres of the
protected land of Hopkins Memorial Forest. A perfect location for your dream
home or your weekend retreat, with underground utilities already in place.

wholly owned by Whaling Properties

We handle all aspects of leasing, maintenance and management for your single,
multi-family or commercial property. Exceptional services at the best prices!

Marketing

Accounting/budgeting 24-hr maintenance

High integrity Proven reputation

Community-minded

Call Rebecca today to customize a program for you.

web: Teton.Management • 413-442-5569
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Berkshire County real estate transfers
continued from page 15
120 Gale Ave.
Buyer: Ruby Realty LLC
Seller: Deborah HammerPhillips +
Price: $133,000
Date: 12/9/16
21 George St.
Buyer: Royal Property Group
Seller: David Grygier MD
Price: $145,000
Date: 12/15/16
13 Goodrich St.
Buyer: Francis Schultz
Seller: Nancy Skeels
Price: $111,400
Mortgage: $89,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 12/9/16
14 Grove St.
Buyer: Anthony Loria
Seller: Timothy Grady +
Price: $147,500
Mortgage: $144,827
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/16/16
75 Harding St.
Buyer: Thomas Bowler
Seller: Rosina Baylock
Price: $117,000
Mortgage: $113,490
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/16/16
184 High St.
Buyer: Charles Schweigert
Seller: Koch FT +
Price: $340,000
Mortgage: $510,000
Lender: One Reserve Mtg
Date: 12/16/16

Date: 11/18/16
90 Mcintosh Dr.
Buyer: Christopher Dadak
Seller: Ryan Bourassa
Price: $193,000
Mortgage: $173,700
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/9/16
4 Melbourne Rd.
Buyer: Velma Pires
Seller: Glenn Marion +
Price: $215,000
Mortgage: $211,105
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/30/16
200 Melbourne Rd.
Buyer: Gillian Crosson +
Seller: Sonia Tynan
Price: $169,500
Mortgage: $160,975
Lender: USAA Fed SB
Date: 12/16/16
160 Montgomery Ave.
Buyer: Bradley Baker +
Seller: Alberti Eric Est +
Price: $131,000
Mortgage: $128,627
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 12/9/16
40 New York Ave.
Buyer: Debra Phillips
Seller: Stephanie Boyer
Price: $123,000
Mortgage: $116,850
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 11/17/16
88 Newell St.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: James Vincent +
Price: $111,000
Date: 11/16/16

Seller: Robert Bernard
Price: $241,000
Mortgage: $216,650
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/16/16
90 Shore Dr.
Buyer: David Turocy +
Seller: Mary Morse
Price: $529,900
Mortgage: $350,000
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/18/16

21 Somerset Ave.
Buyer: Taner Turan +
Seller: Kenneth Wilson +
Price: $270,000
Mortgage: $216,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/15/16
126 Strong Ave.
Buyer: Royal Property Group
Seller: Philip Beaudin +
Price: $81,000
Date: 12/1/16
481 Tyler St.
Buyer: Gladis Bravo-Saico
Seller: Faisal Ali +
Price: $136,000
Mortgage: $86,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 11/15/16

644 North St.
Buyer: Blue Ox 2 LLC
Seller: Robert Romeo +
Price: $368,000
Date: 12/1/16

208 Velma Ave.
Buyer: Jesus Cabrera +
Seller: Whiffen Myra Est +
Price: $185,000
Mortgage: $140,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/12/16

570 Holmes Rd.
Buyer: Peter Sondrini
Seller: John Herman +
Price: $300,000
Mortgage: $260,000
Lender: Anthony Mazzeo
Date: 12/9/16

1063 North St.
Buyer: Carrie Coleman
Seller: Jennifer Coppola NT +
Price: $146,000
Mortgage: $143,355
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/30/16

12 Ventura Ave.
Buyer: Mary Dunlop
Seller: Stephen Foose
Price: $135,000
Mortgage: $120,016
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/8/16

23 Ivy Ln.
Buyer: Dorothy Skutnik
Seller: Mary Wheat
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $50,000
Lender: Seller
Date: 11/29/16

391 Pomeroy Ave.
Buyer: Florence Brett
Seller: Elaine Broderick
Price: $195,000
Date: 12/6/16

86 Ventura Ave.
Buyer: Tori Trybus +
Seller: Linda Tyer
Price: $93,000
Mortgage: $88,350
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/9/16

477 Holmes Rd.
Buyer: Steven Seltzer
Seller: Patricia Reder
Price: $325,000
Mortgage: $25,000
Lender: Patricia Reder
Date: 12/15/16

75 Joseph Dr.
Buyer: Jane Sparks
Seller: Gloria Rubin
Price: $228,000
Date: 11/15/16
94 Kittredge Rd.
Buyer: Kathleen Young
Seller: Anthony Willis +
Price: $212,000
Mortgage: $140,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/2/16
92 Leona Dr.
Buyer: Sarah Sacchetti
Seller: Patricia Lamiasi
Price: $224,000
Mortgage: $209,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/2/16
76 Maryland Ave.
Buyer: Clifford Ducharme Jr
Seller: Nancy Rodda
Price: $135,000
Mortgage: $86,800
Lender: Greylock FCU

31 Pontoosuc Ave.
Buyer: Robert Kingsberg
Seller: Craig Smith
Price: $130,000
Mortgage: $104,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/9/16
42 Preston Ave.
Buyer: Samuel Zamora Jr +
Seller: Leo Laviolette +
Price: $175,000
Date: 11/28/16
49 Reuter Ave.
Buyer: Thomas Durfee +
Seller: Christin Young +
Price: $110,000
Date: 12/12/16
53 Robert St.
Buyer: Jeffrey Turner
Seller: Nathan Oliveira
Price: $176,000
Mortgage: $140,800
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 11/14/16
135 S Mountain Rd.
Buyer: Daniel Righi

15 Vin Hebert Blvd.
Buyer: Kenneth Wheeler
Seller: Wayne Goodrich +
Price: $159,900
Mortgage: $127,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 12/9/16
538 West St.
Buyer: Basil Petricca +
Seller: Petricca
Construction Co
Price: $300,000
Date: 12/12/16
968 West St.
Buyer: Deborah Reinhart +
Seller: Melisande Flavin +
Price: $1,100,000
Mortgage: $350,000
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 11/23/16
1025 Williams St.
Buyer: Timothy Grady +
Seller: Kathryn Cardell +
Price: $206,750
Mortgage: $196,400

Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 11/17/16
Fieldstone Dr. U:15
Buyer: Fredric Friedman +
Seller: Lawrence
Greenapple RET +
Price: $305,000
Date: 11/29/16

richmond
100 Chestnut Rd.
Buyer: Vicki Wynn
Seller: Walchenbach FT +
Price: $117,500
Mortgage: $118,686
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/15/16
1799 Dublin Rd.
Buyer: Sarah Mitchell
Seller: Henry Malafronte Jr
Price: $292,500
Mortgage: $234,000
Lender: NBT Bank
Date: 11/15/16
1090 State Rd.
Buyer: Tian Fang
Seller: Trustco Bank
Price: $239,000
Date: 12/9/16
1335 Swamp Rd.
Buyer: Michael Venoit +
Seller: Rebecca Richmond T +
Price: $285,000
Mortgage: $185,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 12/2/16

sAndisfiEld
382 Highland Way
Buyer: Peter Bazeley +
Seller: Israel Horowitz
Price: $330,000
Date: 11/30/16
46 Lower West St.
Buyer: Gary Richard +
Seller: Gordon Chapman
Price: $155,000
Date: 12/2/16
40 Viets Rd.
Buyer: South Branch Farm
Seller: Jason Pisani
Price: $1,625,000
Mortgage: $1,300,000
Lender: JPMorgan Chase
Date: 12/2/16

sAVoy
Main Rd.
Buyer: Mountain Stream LLC
Seller: Ey Clifford Est +
Price: $80,000
Date: 12/13/16

shEffiEld
140 Ashley Falls Rd.
Buyer: John Beardsley +
Seller: Lawrence Fish
Price: $588,000
Date: 11/30/16
875 Barnum St.
Buyer: Owen Yamauchi
Seller: Trumbull Barrett
Price: $275,000
Mortgage: $189,750
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 12/2/16
4 Park Ln.
Buyer: Christopher Peppe +
Seller: Mullen Alice Est +
Price: $190,000
Mortgage: $191,919
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 12/5/16

9 Park Ln.
Buyer: Nadine Hawver +
Seller: James Herlihy +
Price: $249,900
Mortgage: $149,900
Lender: James Herlihy
Date: 12/15/16

sTockBridgE
6 Interlaken Cross Rd.
Buyer: Grant Mccarthy +
Seller: John Sauer +
Price: $445,000
Mortgage: $311,500
Lender: Guaranteed Rate
Date: 12/12/16
46 Interlaken Rd.
Buyer: Gregory Bulger +
Seller: Peter Pouridas +
Price: $885,000
Date: 12/14/16

14 Maple View Dr.
Buyer: Scott Serota +
Seller: David Eddy
Price: $500,000
Mortgage: $250,000
Lender: Amer Fin Res
Date: 12/9/16
Swamp Rd. Lot 5A
Buyer: Jeffrey Patt +
Seller: Jason Macioge
Price: $253,000
Date: 12/7/15
49 W Alford Rd.
Buyer: Randall Gould +
Seller: Linda Shifiroff
Price: $700,000
Mortgage: $490,000
Lender: UBS Bank
Date: 12/2/16

williAmsTown

4 N Church St.
Buyer: Eric Ruder +
Seller: Elizabeth Cecil
Price: $632,000
Mortgage: $417,000
Lender: LoanDepot.com
Date: 11/29/16

4 Cobbleview Rd.
Buyer: Darin Harvey +
Seller: Virginia Ororke
Price: $185,000
Mortgage: $181,649
Lender: Citizens Bank
Date: 11/25/16

57 Main St. U:1
Buyer: Laurie Norton-Moffatt
Seller: Alexander Brown
Price: $270,000
Date: 11/30/16

100 Elm St.
Buyer: Judd Burrow +
Seller: RL Fowle 7 VL
Brooke FT +
Price: $738,000
Date: 12/2/16

TyringhAm

42 Hoxsey St.
Buyer: Wanda Bubriski
Seller: Peter Bubriski
Price: $82,500
Date: 12/14/16

47 Main Rd.
Buyer: Clark Wallace +
Seller: Adriana Vanballegooyen
Price: $270,000
Mortgage: $256,500
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 12/9/16
9 Stonebridge Way
Buyer: Michael Bartels +
Seller: Jenny Blumberg
Price: $360,000
Mortgage: $361,611
Lender: Merrimack Mtg
Date: 12/9/16

wEsT
sTockBridgE

5 Long Pond Rd.
Buyer: Dominic Lydon +
Seller: Stanley Kleiner +
Price: $425,000
Mortgage: $332,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 12/2/16

610 Main St.
Buyer: MGA Realty Group
Seller: Northern Pines RT +
Price: $125,000
Date: 12/14/16
64 Moorland St.
Buyer: John Spelman +
Seller: Keli Gail
Price: $587,500
Mortgage: $470,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 11/30/16
857 N Hoosac Rd.
Buyer: Bahia Partners 1 LLC
Seller: Lane NT +
Price: $120,000
Date: 11/16/16
1062 N Hoosac Rd.
Buyer: Nathan Sullivan +
Seller: Roger Larocca Jr +
Price: $186,000

Mortgage: $167,400
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/5/16
1181 N Hoosac Rd.
Buyer: Thomas Leveque +
Seller: Eva Barber
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $104,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 12/9/16
517 Water St.
Buyer: Gary Polumbo +
Seller: Jessica Baldwin
Price: $630,000
Mortgage: $504,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 11/30/16
S Hemlock Ln. U:231
Buyer: Sarah Voisin
Seller: AC Enterprises LLC
Price: $175,000
Mortgage: $140,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 12/16/16
Thistle Path U:29
Buyer: J Marvin Gangemi +
Seller: Ruth Goetsch

Price: $210,000
Date: 12/1/16

windsor
614 North St.
Buyer: Tracy Aveyard +
Seller: Larry Wheelock
Price: $215,000
Mortgage: $211,105
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 11/30/16
341 Pierce Rd.
Buyer: Kenneth Wilson +
Seller: Donald Henderson +
Price: $265,000
Mortgage: $225,250
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 12/15/16
1760 Route 9
Buyer: Andrew Walker +
Seller: Paul Nichols
Price: $86,000
Mortgage: $74,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 11/30/16

85 CHURCH STREET • NORTH ADAMS, MA

We Appraise
everything real estate

Residential • Commercial • Industrial
Business In Place • Subdivisions
Easements (Permanent & Temporary)
Hotels • Motels • Inns
STATE CERTIFIED APPRAISERS:
WAYNE WILKINSON .......... #75094
JEFF WILKINSON .............. #75383
MELISSA WILKINSON ..... #103744

413-662-2227
or online at:

www.wilkinsonappraisal.com

Collaborate
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architecture
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or over 20 years, great food has been served to guests at Hobson’s Choice, a
popular Williamstown restaurant. Owners say it’s time to move on and are offering
a turnkey opportunity – real estate, furniture, fixtures and an excellent reputation.
Great location on Water Street. Hobson’s is still open for business! $425,000

50 depot st dalton ma 01226 413 684 0925
44 spring st adams ma 01220 413 743 0013
www.hillengineers.com
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BSM prepares for growth
continued from page 1

The two additional lines that BSM envisions for its next stage of growth would meet
even more specialized needs for certain drug
delivery formats and categories. That would
include being able to handle what are known as
high-potency cytotoxic drug products, which
require much more stringent containment
systems and human safety precautions.
Wagner said she and the other principals at
BSM – CEO Shawn Kinney and CFO Paul
Souza – believe that their track record to date
serves as a good indication of where they hope
to take the company, and will help to attract
the additional investments and financing
needed for its next phase of growth. That, she
added, includes attracting the kind of state
and federal grants geared toward promoting
the creation of high-quality jobs.
“With what we’ve already shown, we
feel we’re making a good case for investing
[public job development funds] right here
in the Berkshires,” she said. “We think they
should be saying, ‘Wow, how can we help
you more?’”

Warehouse conversion

BSM’s own decision to establish operations in the Berkshires in 2014 stemmed in
part from the fact that two of the company’s
principals, Wagner and Kinney, had become
residents here and believed the region offered
the kind of quality of life that would help
attract people with the skills and experience
needed for their planned venture.
“The Berkshires are a magical place,” said
Wagner. “It has so much to offer for those of
us who already live here, and for the people
we are recruiting for positions at BSM.”
Those considerations aside, what helped
seal the deal for setting up shop in the region
was the availability of a commercial building
that was well suited to the company’s sterile
drug manufacturing operations.
That building, the former Lee Corporate
Center at 480 Pleasant St. (Route 102),
had been operated by the Lee Community
Development Corporation for several years,
during which it leased finished office and raw
warehouse space to a range of commercial
and nonprofit tenants.
With a combined 120,000 square feet, the
facility provided what Wagner and Kinney
said were the key features for the type of
operation they were looking to establish:
affordability, flexibility and room to grow.
“For this kind of business, you want to own
your building,” Wagner said, explaining that
it would not make sense to invest millions of
dollars for the equipment and infrastructure
needed for sterile drug product manufacturing
in a leased building. To that end, the $1 million purchase price for the well-maintained
Lee Corporate Center was a relative bargain
compared to comparable properties in other
regions, and far less expensive than building
an all-new facility.
“You also want to get more space than you
need,” said Wagner. “And you want to design

Above: Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing operates within the former warehouse at 480 Pleasant St. in Lee that originally was used by the former Kay-Bee Toys. More
recently, the facility had been operated by the Lee Community Development Corporation, which leased space to commercial tenants. The company’s principals –
Shawn Kinney, Paul Souza and Andrea Wagner – purchased the 120,000-square-foot building in 2014 with plans to set up a state-of-the-art sterile drug manufacturing
facility. In addition to the warehouse space which provides room for expansion of the company’s cleanroom operations, the building also has a large section of
finished office space (inset) that is used for administrative and other support functions. Space there also continues to be leased to other commercial tenants.
BELOW: The cleanroom operations at Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing are situated centrally within a section of the cavernous warehouse space. A new stateof-the-art isolator-based manufacturing line will soon be installed in this existing cleanroom complex, joining another manufacturing line already in operation.
CEO Shawn Kinney notes that the new system is the first of its kind in the world and will significantly expand the company’s operational capabilities.

[your use of the space] with careful attention
to how you’re going to grow into it.”
On these points as well, the 81,000-squarefoot warehouse section (that originally had
been built and used by the former Kay-Bee
Toys) provided ample space and flexibility
for growth. “We needed a large, open space
like this” to set up BSM’s core operations,

said Kinney during an early January walkthrough of the facility. “From here, we can
continue to grow outward as we add new
equipment and capabilities.”
The company has also put a portion of the
building’s finished office space to use for its
non-clinical operations. At almost 40,000
square feet, that section of the building can
readily support BSM’s continued growth,
while also generating revenue through leasing
to other commercial tenants.

Isolator technology

Your business has a plan.
So should your IT.

Expect more.

Shortly after taking possession of the
facility, which has since been renamed the
Berkshire Corporate Center, the team at BSM
began planning for the purchase and installation of its first two production lines.
“In our first year between July 2014 and
2015, we ordered the equipment for our
first isolator,” said Wagner, referring to the

specialized type of facility and operation the
company is using for sterile production of
its drug products.
For the services that BSM provides to its
clients in the pharmaceutical industry, that
ability to manufacture sterile products is at
the top of the list. As stated on the company’s
website, BSM’s mission is “to provide the
safest sterile drug products possible for
clinical use and small scale requirements”
and “to exceed expectations in responding to
the challenging needs of its clients for sterile
drug manufacturing services.”
According to Wagner, finding ways to
fulfill this mission in a consistent, responsive
and cost-effective way is what sets BSM
apart in its industry.
“This is hard to do and can be very
expensive,” she said. “What makes BSM
different – other than being in the wonderful Berkshires – is that we’ve decided to

Malcolm J. Chisholm Jr.
Registered Patent Attorney
Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law
Serving Western Mass. Since 1992

413-499-0607 1 Fenn Street
800-207-1926 Pittsfield, MA

compuworks.biz

P.O. Box 278, 220 Main St., Lee, MA • 413-243-0551
See our web site at www.mjcpatents.com
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Robert Langevin (left), senior manufacturing manager, and William Orciuch, manufacturing supervisor, work in an isolator producing sterile drug products. This first isolator-based manufacturing line started operations
in 2016, and will soon be joined by a larger and more advanced system. Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing hopes to add two more lines in the years ahead that would further expand its capabilities.
use isolator technology as the core of our
“There are different ways to approach
operations.”
aseptic drug processing, and we chose isolator
She explained that, for the specific type
technology,” said Wagner.
of niche services that companies like BSM
In a basic sense, an isolator does exactly
provide to clients, the challenges have historiwhat the name suggests: it isolates the accally involved finding ways reduce the risk of
tivities that need to take place in a sterile
contamination in the preparation of varying
environment from potential sources of outtypes of drug products – and varying types
side contamination. Specialized enclosed
of containers (vials, syringes, etc.) – on the
production spaces are installed within a
small-batch scale needed for clinical trial purcleanroom environment, where they are acposes. This differs from the type of dedicated
cessed by workers through glove-like devices
production line and standardized processes
protruding into the space – allowing the
that would be involved
handling and manipuonce a drug moves into “We opted to go to this new lation of materials and
large-scale commercial ﬂexible filling technology that processes in the isolaproduction.
tor environment.
Wagner said that is ideal for small-batch pro“Isolators have been
the industry has found
duction for clinical trials.” around for many years,
ways to reduce the risk
but they were viewed
of contamination, which can come from
as being inflexible in terms of the processes
a range of environmental sources – most
that each could handle,” said Wagner. She
notably, from the humans involved in the
added that installing several separate isolaprocess. In some instances, and for some
tors – each equipped for a specific filling
drug products, terminal sterilization – a
process – was viewed as cost-prohibitive by
high-temperature process used at the end
contract manufacturers like BSM.
of the production and filling stage – can
Thus, when the principals at BSM were
be very effective in reducing the risk of
planning to launch their venture, they gravicontamination.
tated toward cutting-edge equipment that
Wagner noted, however, that many drug
promised to provide a new level of flexibility
products cannot be subjected to the high
in isolator systems.
temperatures involved in this process. For
“We opted to go to this new flexible fillthese products, aseptic processing is reing technology that is ideal for small-batch
quired. This involves adhering to very tight
production for clinical trials,” said Wagner.
environmental controls, utilizing cleanroom
“We’re looking to be compliant and intechnologies and closely monitoring for
novative, and this [technology] is a big
potential contamination to ensure safe and
improvement.”
sterile production.
continued on next page
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1,000+ noncredit workshops
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Opportunity called, but it didn’t leave a voicemail.
With professional telephone answering,
you’ll never miss an opportunity.

800-367-7243

BerkshireCommunicators.com

REAL ESTATE LICENSING FOR THE SALESPERSON

BEGINNING FILM PRODUCTION

WKS 821 E1

WKS 2350 C1

Mon., Tues., & Thurs., 1/30–2/23 • 5:30 PM – 9:15 PM
Main Campus • $450

Wed., 2/1–4/12 • 6:30 PM – 8:30 PM
South County Center • $320

GETTING PAID TO TALK:
INTRODUCTION TO PROFESSIONAL VOICE-ACTING

GRANT SEEKING FROM FOUNDATIONS & CORPORATIONS

WKS 1050 E1

Tues., 1/31 • 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
South County Center • $35

Mon., 1/30 • 6:30 PM – 9:00 PM
Main Campus • $50

WKS 1626 C1

REGISTER ONLINE — www.berkshirecc.edu/workshops
Ad - BT&C Workshops, Spring 2017.indd 1
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continued from previous page
She added that adopting this cutting-edge
technology has positioned BSM well ahead
of its competition. “Others will catch up,”
she said. “But it takes about two years to get
this [type of operation] set up.”
With this jump out of the gate, BSM is also
looking to stay at the vanguard by bringing
on additional advanced equipment and capabilities. That begins with the installation
of its second isolator system and production
line later this year.

Core operations

The first isolator that BSM brought on
line is installed within a relatively compact,
enclosed complex that is positioned in the
center of a 40,000-square-foot section of the
former warehouse space. (Another section of
that space, walled off from BSM’s operations,
is used by various commercial tenants.)
Wagner explained that this isolator is
a small, manual system that allows the
company to meet a wide range of client
needs. It went through an extensive validation process following its installation in
2015 that demonstrated BSM’s adherence
to good manufacturing practices and ability to achieve sterile production consistent
with regulatory standards. And, in 2016, the
company began filling orders for what is now
a growing list of clients.
At the same time as the first isolator was
being brought online, the company was also
planning for installation of its second isolator – a larger, semi-automatic system from
an Italian manufacturer, Fedegari. “This
isolator can do larger batches and can handle
different processes,” said Wagner.
Among these is a technically advanced
process known as lyophilization, in which the
prescribed dosage of a given drug is placed
into a syringe or other container, where it is
then transformed from a solution to solid state
through a freezing-and-evaporation process
under vacuum. The drug can then be returned
to solution form prior to administration. This,
Kinney and Wagner explained, is useful for
drug products that have limited stability or
shelf life in their solution form.
“What this second line will give us is a
unique combination of isolator and process
capabilities,” said Wagner. “It will lead to
new clients and new volume for us.”

Alex Merkoluv (left), microbiology supervisor, and Brandi Norden, microbiology associate, prepare materials for testing in one of Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing’s laboratory facilities. Merkoluv, from Westfield, is a recent graduate from UMass Amherst with a master’s degree in microbiology. Norden, from East
Longmeadow, is a new hire through the Massachusetts Life Sciences Center (MLSC) Internship Challenge. That program provides a grant that covers most of
the salary for the first three months of employment. Over the past year and a half, the company has hired 10 people through the MLSC program.
“We can’t wait,” she added, noting that
receipt of the system is behind their projected
schedule. “We’re ready for that now.”
This new line is actually the first one that
the company had planned to install. Kinney
explained that the initial design and order
for the equipment was placed in November
2014, with estimated delivery about a year
later. However, the complexity of the system
and other factors led to significant delays in
fulfillment of BSM’s order.

Kinney said the company responded to
this situation by ordering and installing the
equipment for the smaller, manual isolator
system that is currently in place and filling
customers’ orders. “And it’s fortunate that
we did because the Fedegari line has been
delayed almost one-and-a-half years from
the original delivery date,” he noted.
Representatives from BSM will be
traveling to Italy this winter to inspect the
new semi-automatic system as it undergoes

Complete
your
degree
here.
Degree Completion
Programs Offered in:
Early Childhood Education
Business Administation
Leadership
Individualized Plan of Study

Classes in Pittsfield!

MA S S A CH U S E T TS CO LLEG E
OF
LI BAL
E RARTS
A L A RTS
MASSACHUSET TS COLLEGE OF
LIBER
413 662 5410

Learn more! 413 662 5576
mcla.edu/degreecompletion

factory acceptance testing. The equipment
will then be disassembled, shipped to Lee
and installed within a section of the existing
production complex there.
“We are very excited to take delivery
because of the uniqueness, innovation and
sophistication of this manufacturing system,” said Kinney, noting that it applies the
most advanced technology in sterile drug
manufacturing. “Western Massachusetts is
not where one would expect to find a revolutionary piece of equipment like this.”
While installation of the new system will
be logistically complex and will require the
same rigorous validation process as the first
isolator, it should be up and running within
the coming year. “Mid-2017 is our target,”
said Wagner.
Kinney explained that all of the core infrastructure and related operations at BSM
have been planned from the start to accommodate the new system. That includes the
advanced HVAC systems, multi-stage water
purification equipment, massive autoclaves
for equipment sterilization, and cleanroom
protocols that are already in place within that
central production complex. It also includes
the laboratories and other support facilities
that are separate from the central cleanroom
complex within the former warehouse.

Offices & Shop Space
Downtown Pittsfield • Walk to North Street

• Ground floor office space
with reception, 3 offices and
conference/breakroom
• Upstairs apartment and/or more
space for offices
• Large back shop/garage/utility
space with office
Property is ideal for contractor, professional
or investor looking for opportunity to locate a
business near central downtown.
Buildings are available for lease and/or sale.
Possible financing available.
For more details, call:

413-443-5933 ext. 111
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“It’s all set up to handle this next system,
as well as others we plan to bring on down
the line,” he said.

berkshire Trade & CommerCe

that BSM has enlisted head hunters to fill
some of the more advanced positions.
While finding qualified candidates for
high-level positions can be challenging
Job growth
for any company, Wagner said that, for the
In conjunction with installation of the
most part, the recruitment process has been
second isolator system, overall employment
supported by the appeal of the Berkshires
at BSM will also be on the rise.
and the quality of life that the region offers.
Wagner said that in the first two years that
“Many people recognize that this is a special
it took to get the first isolator line up and runplace, and like the idea of working and living
ning, about 40 new jobs have been created at
here,” she said.
BSM. These jobs cover a range of different
The recruitment and hiring processes should
categories – from administrative, sales and
be going in full gear in the months ahead as
office support functions to technology-based
BSM brings on its second isolator system.
positions in process enWagner and Kinney
gineering, manufactur“Western Massachusetts is said they project overall
ing and operations, and not where one would expect staffing to grow to 80
quality control.
or more to support the
“These are all good to find a revolutionary piece expanded operations.
jobs at good wages,”
That number has
of equipment like this.”
said Wagner. She noted
the potential to double
that several of the jobs – especially entryagain if and when the company is able to
level technical positions and administrative
move on to its next stage of growth. Kinney
support – have been filled by local candidates.
and Wagner explained that BSM envisions
“We’ve been finding a lot of good people right
bringing on two more production lines. These
here in the Berkshires,” she said.
also would be based on isolator technology
The positions involving more advanced
but, as noted above, would bring more adtechnical background and industry-specific
vanced capabilities into the mix.
experience have largely required outside
Among those capabilities would be the
recruitment from other areas.
production of specialized drug products that
She noted that one especially beneficial
– because of their high-potency and cytotoxic
source of new hires has been through the
(toxic to living cells) characteristics – require
Massachusetts Life Sciences Center (MLSC)
more advanced handling systems and controls
Internship Challenge. That program places
for workplace safety.
qualified students and recent graduates from
These more advanced lines would require
state public and private colleges in paid
at least $10 million in capital investment, and
internships across the state with companies
could take a few years to go from planning to
engaged in the life sciences. MLSC shares
operation. Moving the company toward that
the cost for three months for as many as four
next stage will be a main focus for BSM’s
interns in a given year. “It’s such a wonderful
principals in the immediate future.
program, and it’s easy to do,” Wagner said.
“Our clients want a contract partner to
Through that program and other means,
manufacture their product quickly, with high
Wagner said, the company has found it relaquality and at a reasonable cost,” Wagner
tively easy to locate and hire new graduates
said. “That’s where our joy is – being able
with the requisite life sciences background.
to offer a better process for doing what we
“However, finding the people with experience
do by bringing a technology forward that has
has been more difficult,” she added, noting
positive implications for our clients.”◆
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We know why you’re here.
And we’re here for the same reasons.

More than a place. It’s a way of life.
From one season to the next,
we understand.
It’s a set of values, experiences
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It’s why we’re here. We’re here
with you. And for you..

103 West Park Street
Lee, MA 01238
(413) 243-4331
www.octobermountainfa.com
Member SEC, FINRA SiPC

GETTING A BIOPHARMA
STARTUP OFF TO A GREAT START.
WAY TO GROW.

Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing needed funds to buy and renovate a 116,000 square-foot building in Lee and acquire new manufacturing
equipment. We issued a $4,083,000 bond on the company’s behalf, enhancing it with mortgage and insurance guarantees. The bond,
purchased by Berkshire Bank, enabled the startup to create the ideal facility for growth in western Massachusetts. For more information,
call 800.445.8030 or visit MassDevelopment.com.
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spin-off yarn shop

Alpaca farmer
finds home with
Mountain Goat
By Brad Johnson
No need to spin a yarn about Beth Phelps’
modest venture – the story can be knitted from
simple facts and her clear-eyed observations
about her goals and aspirations.
Phelps is the owner of the Spin-Off Yarn
Shop, a retail venture tucked cozily into
the lower level of the Mountain Goat Artisans building at 130 Water St. in central
Williamstown. There she primarily sells a
wide selection of yarns – including some
that are spun from fleece sheared from her
own small herd of alpacas. Also on hand at
the shop (www.spinoffyarnshop.com) are
various tools, patterns and accessories for
the seasoned knitters in the community as
well as those who have yet to pick up their
first needles.
In an era when specialty crafting shops
such as hers are struggling to stay open,
Phelps is hoping to not only remain viable
but gradually become a broader resource for
others in the region who share her affinity
for knitting.
“What I’m proud about with the shop is
its community element,” said Phelps. For
example, she noted the “Sit & Knit” sessions
she holds in the shop every Wednesday, where
a dozen or so knitters gather around a large
table to work on their respective projects,
share ideas and tips with others, and chat
about the doings around town.
“It’s a friendly and informal atmosphere
where we get to enjoy each other’s company
and appreciation for knitting,” said Phelps,
adding that she is also experimenting with a
similar Sit & Knit on Fridays for students at
area colleges. “Anyone is welcome, really, but
I thought I’d try targeting the college students
to get them active and interested in this.”
Other classes, workshops and events are
held on a less regular basis, which Phelps
said she would like to do more of as the shop
becomes more established. “My vision for
the place is to become sort of a mini WEBS,”
she said referring to a knitting and fiber arts
emporium in Northampton that is well-known

Proprietor Beth Phelps, far right, joins other participants at one of the “Sit & Knit” sessions she holds on Wednesday afternoons at the Spin-Off Yarn Shop, a
retail venture tucked away below the Mountain Goat Artisan Gallery in Williamstown. The sessions are free and open to knitters of all skill levels.
that led Phelps to establish the Spin-Off Yarn
a bigger process than I had time for,” she
among knitters and crafters throughout the
Shop in late 2015.
said, noting that she has found it to be more
Northeast. “I’d like to be able to do more
Phelps explained that the yarn shop had
cost-effective to send it to a small commercial
classes and get involved in other aspects of
originated as an outgrowth of operations at
mill in eastern New York. “I sort it and grade
fiber arts like spinning and weaving.”
Sweetbrook Farm, which had been estabit before it is sent,” she added.
For that vision to take shape, she added,
lished by her and her former husband in
The yarn shop at Sweetbrook Farm came
she would likely need to move Spin-Off from
south Williamstown in 2006 as a change of
about as the result of Phelps’ activity with the
its current location to a larger space. In one
direction from their past corporate careers. As
alpacas, and focused exclusively on alpaca
purely hypothetical scenario, that could inpart of the various farming operations there,
yarn – both her own products and yarn from
volve a move to the main floor of the building
Phelps got involved in raising alpacas – close
other alpaca farms. She explained that state
she is now in. That space, which for many
cousins to llamas that are smaller and bred
regulations limited what she was able to sell
years was home to the former Mountain Goat
primarily as fleece animals.
at the yarn shop to products related to the
outdoor equipment and clothing retailer, has
As Phelps grew her herd to as many as 16
farm’s operation.
been used by building owner Mary Merselis
of the South American transplants, she tried
Despite that limitation, the yarn shop was
for the past few years as a sales showcase for
her hand at all aspects of the fleece-to-yarn
developing a following among those who
the work of dozens of regional artisans and
process, including shearing the animals herappreciate alpaca fiber, which is noted for
craftspeople. Should Merselis ever decide to
self, sorting and grading the fiber and then
its hypo-allergenic qualities compared to
discontinue that operation, Phelps said, that
spinning it into finished yarn. While noting
sheep’s wool. “It’s also a lot warmer and
might open the door to an upwards expanthat she came to appreciate the skills and
lighter than sheep’s wool,” Phelps noted.
sion for Spin-Off.
craft that go into those various tasks, she
What alpaca yarn lacks, however, is the
Farm roots
also learned that many of them were better
fiber memory that wool has, meaning that
The opening of the artisan gallery by Mersehandled by professionals.
items made exclusively from alpaca fiber
lis in 2014 was instrumental in the process
“The spinning and preparing the fiber is
are more prone to stretching out of shape
than sheep’s wool. (That, she explained, is
one reason why alpaca fiber is often blended
with sheep’s wool into yarns that provide
some of the best qualities of both.)

More visibility

The sales restrictions and out-of-the-way
location at the farm shop, in combination with
other factors, led Phelps to explore options
for her shop that would give her more flexibility and visibility. By chance she learned
that Merselis had space available in her Water
Street building. “It was a whirlwind thing,”
Phelps recalled. “Someone mentioned that
Mary had space in her gift shop, and that she
had wanted to do a yarn shop there.”

…because home is where the heart is!
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Personal Care
Live In Service – Up to and
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u Medication Reminding
u Homemaking
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u Shopping and Errands
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Call us to set up an appointment
for a complimentary assessment!

413-464-7524

137 North Street • Suite 202
Pittsfield, MA 01201
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Your Business Belongs Here!
For Sale:
6 Renfrew St., Adams

First class office, plus shop, plus 4-bay
garage – all new. Locate your company/
business in this superbly rebuilt 3,000
sq. ft. 1880 train station, 5,400 sq. ft.
shop with 14’ overhead doors & 16-20’
ceiling height, and 2,160 sq. ft. 4-bay
“showplace” garage. Rail access, Route 8
location. If utility, condition and image are important, this is the place for you. $1.2 million

For Sale: 3301 Route 7, Pownal, VT

Amazing live/work combination with prominent, commanding location overlooking
one of the most beautiful valleys in all of Vermont. Create/work/market from the main
barn and then stroll into your dramatic
and spectacular living quarters featuring
16-ft. cathedral ceiling in the living
room, stainless steel and tile kitchen and
bath. 5,500 sq. ft., huge spaces, fabulous
western sunsets, income apartment, pool,
Jacuzzi, close to everything important in
the Berkshires and Southern Vermont.
$550,000

Beth Phelps holds some of her “babies” – hanks of yarn spun from fiber collected from her herd of alpacas.
While near and dear to her heart, they are just a small part of her inventory at the Spin-Off Yarn Shop.
Shortly after their introduction, Merselis
everyone’s cup of tea, Phelps said there is a
and Phelps came to an agreement to have
solid base of people who enjoy them either
Phelps set up shop in the lower section of
as a hobby or as part of their own production
the building. Following some painting and
of hand-crafted items for sale.
other preparations, Phelps opened the SpinHer own interest in knitting dates back to
Off Yarn Shop in late 2015.
her youth when her Irish grandmother taught
Aside from the obvious play on words, the
her the basics. She picked it up again years
shop’s name also can be taken literally in that
later when in college. “I discovered how
it represents a direct spin-off from the Phelps’
much I love the feel of the yarn going through
former operations at Sweetbrook Farm.
my fingers and coming off the needles as a
Although the shop itself is tucked away
finished fabric,” she said.
to the rear of the building (it has its own
Her later involvement with alpacas brought
entrance but can also be
a new element to that
“What I’m proud about
accessed from within
feeling. “I found it so
the Mountain Goat Arinteresting how you
with the shop is its
tisans shop), a sign out
can raise an animal,
community element.”
front alerts passers-by
take the fiber from it
to its presence. “No one knew the farm shop
and create a fabric,” she said.
was there unless they had heard of it someThat close connection with her alpacas
how,” said Phelps.
also gives Phelps a special affection for
In addition to the increased visibility,
the section of her shop where she stocks
Phelps greatly expanded the stock of yarns
her own yarns. “These are my babies,” she
and other related items at the shop. “When I
said, smiling, while holding a handful of
moved here, I was able to go hog-wild with
her yarn products.
any fibers I wanted to carry,” she said. That,
In the months ahead, Phelps will be
for the most part, has involved yarns made
transitioning her herd of alpacas from the
from natural fibers, along with some that are
Williamstown farm to a new home she is
blended with nylon or acrylic fiber to achieve
building in Stamford, Vt.
specific qualities and properties.
Until then, in addition to operating Spin-Off
The shop carries well-known brands
(which is open Wednesday through Saturday
provided by wholesale distributor Knitting
from noon to 5 p.m.), she also hopes catch
Fever, as well as some that Phelps gets from
up on a few years’ supply of alpaca fiber that
small cottage-industry producers in the
still needs to be sorted and graded. “There’s
Northeast that she has connected with through
a bit of a backlog,” she said, “but it means I
regional trade shows and vendor fairs.
should have a good supply of my own yarn
While knitting and related crafts are not
in the shop for some time to come.”u

For Sale:
309 Pittsfield Rd.,
Lenox

5,400 sq. ft. first class office building
on 2.96 acres. Move-in ready for your
company with high-speed wiring, two
kitchens and two conference rooms,
multi-level contemporary style, large
open deck facing private wooded setting,
off-street parking, landscaped. Appraised & inspected. $750,000

For Sale:
63-65 Walden St.,
North Adams

11,500 sq. ft. light industrial building
built in 1900. Be a part of the amazing
arts & tourism renaissance in this
transforming northern Berkshire small
city, home of MASS MoCA, the world’s
largest museum of contemporary art.
$224,000

For Sale: Prime Williamstown Building Site

Commercially zoned lot with highest
traffic count in North Berkshire, featuring
265 ft. of frontage on Main Street (Route
2) and 210 ft. on Adams Road. The only
remaining “virgin” undeveloped site in
Williamstown, this level 0.8 acre with
public bus service and all utilities is ideal
for retail, professional, service, or mixeduse business/residential. For sale, lease,
or build to suit. Seller financing available.
Broker owned. $495,000

For Sale: 7557 Route 7, Pownal, VT

17,450 sq. ft. of two-story commercial
space in prime Route 7 location across
from Stewart’s Shop, Vermont State
Liquor Store and just over MA/VT state
line at the gateway to Vermont. Former
furniture store, suitable for antiques,
office, retail. Additional one-story 1,280
sq.ft. rental house. $595,000

Sold: 610 Main St.,
Williamstown

2,800 sq. ft. commercial building ideal
for office or retail, on .3 acre parcel with
off-street parking. Adjacent parcel to
be developed into the new Aubuchon
store bringing excellent daily traffic and
visibility for the new enterprise to be
located here. $199,500
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Paul Harsch, Business
& Commercial Broker &
Realtor® Emeritus with
42 years commercial,
residential, land and
development expertise

413-458-5000

info@harschrealestate.com • www.harschrealestate.com
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Welcome to the Pittsfield Cooperative Bank
The Pittsfield Cooperative Bank opened in 1889 intent on empowering our neighbors
to build a better community. Savings and investment products were designed to benefit
the customers long-term and lending decisions were made with great thought by honest,
local bankers.
They still are.
Today, The Co-op is staffed by 48 people who not only live and work in the area, they’ve
dedicated most of their lives to the region. And — because of the way we conduct
business — this little known bank in the heart of the Berkshires is one of the best
capitalized lenders in the entire Commonwealth.
While that’s not the kind of stuff that makes headlines… it sure is comforting to bank with
someone you know and trust.

Pittsfield
70 South St.
(413) 447-7304

Pittsfield
110 Dalton Ave.
(413) 395-9626

www.pittsfieldcoop.com

Dalton
431 Main St.
(413) 684-1551
Member FDIC & SIF

Gt. Barrington
325 Main St.
(413) 528-2840
Equal Housing Lender

